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L I B E R T Y

CHAMPION
LU celebrates Black History Month in style
MISO plans
campus events
for February
B Y R I C K BOYER

Editor in Chief
Liberty's Minority and International
Student Office (MISO) is planning a
party to last the entire m o n t h of
February. It's in recognition of Black
History Month, set aside to honor the
achievements of people of black
descent.
Every year MISO tries to highlight

Food court to
bedonein
late February

the month with fun and educational Students can stop by the DeMoss atriactivities, but this year's event has um, pick up a questionnaire, and win
even more features than usual. This the weekly prize of $50 for finishing
year's
MISO
theme
is
called
first.
"Connecting the Pieces of our History." — • • - • • » •
" T h e
The month will kick off with a
ii>*i > «i •_
i_x _ i
winners
"Tribute to the Arts" on Feb. 2, and
"We re doing a lot of w , j {
close with the Fourth Annual Minority
interactive things that compete
Student Achievement Awards ceremothe students can get
ny on Feb. 27.
grand
involved in."
In between, MISO offers many opporprize
tunities, said Melany Pearl, dean of
drawing
minority students. We're doing a lot of
- Melany Pearl of $ , °°
interactive things that the students
at the
can get involved in."
MISO Dean e n d of
Every Monday during the month will
' t h e
feature the "Know our History" contest. month.

At the "Tribute to the Arts," students will have the chance to meet
Miss Virginia 1998 Nlta Booth.
This year's Achievement Awards
will feature Sherman Smith. He's the
running backs coach for the Tennessee
Oilers. Liberty and Lynchburg College
will present awards to outstanding
minority students from their respective
schools.
Tills year there s going to be a community service award as well as a freshman of the year award," said Pearl. "This
is going to be the first year that Liberty
grants more than one award."
Please see MISO, on Page 2

Nita Booth, Miss Virginia 199G

Miss liberty
discontinued
indefinitely

Making a world of difference

BY CREIO RAIKES

Champion Reporter

BY SUZANNE M C D U F F I E

The final touches are being
added to Liberty's food court
and it should be open by the
end of February.
According to Executive
Director of Finance and
Auxiliary
Services
Larry
Ferguson, the reason for the
delays in construction of the
food court h a s
been the
design work. All the building
lacks is the air conditioning,
flooring and the ordering of
cooking equipment.
Among the
companies
coming Into the food court
will be the Espresssway Cafe
currently located in the
DeMoss Hall a t r i u m , and
Home Land Cafeteria, also a
local company. There Is also
the possibility of a convenience store being added to
the food court.
There are currently no plans
to Include the food court into
the regular Liberty University
Dining Services food plan.
Uche Onokalah, owner of
one Home Land Cafeteria
located on Memorial Ave., is
expecting the menu at the
footd court to consist of
homestyle fried
chicken,
potato wedges, french fries,
hot dogs, burgers, pizza and
subs.
For health minded
students there will also be
available a variety of fresh
salads and fresh vegetables.
"Our goal is to keep the
prices very reasonable for the
students," said Onokalah,
who is also a 1990 graduate
of Liberty.
Home Land Cafeteria is also
guaranteeing their food. "If
students doesn't like their
food, they can get a money
back refund," Onokalah said.
Hours for the Home Land
Cafeteria in the food court
are expected to be 7 a.m.
until 3:30 p.m.
The canteen and restaurant
will then re-open at 6 p.m.
until midnight. They are
expecting to be closed on
Sundays and also during
Wednesday church services.

After 19 years of highlighting
Liberty University's Homecoming
festivities, the final Miss
Liberty h a s been crowned.
Citing a lack of s t u d e n t
interest, expenses and this
year's computer problems,
Student Life h a s announced
that the contest has been discontinued.
This year, computer problems plagued the registrar's
office during its equipment
upgrade. Because the eligibility of contestants could not be
determined, LU administration
had decided at first to move
the event from football to b a s KelbaU season.
Traditionally, Miss Liberty
received her crown during the
half-time show of the a n n u a l
homecoming football game. To
qualify, she had to be a senior
who maintained a G.P.A. of at
least 2.75.
Dean of Student Life Mike
Stewart cited a lack of overall
Interest in canceling this
year's contest and the pageant
in general.
"Over the past three years
the participation of the students and faculty has been
dwindling," said Stewart.
In order to win the Ms.
Liberty contest, participants
competed in a four-part voting
process. Seniors received the
first ballot with all the eligible
contestants. Only 5 percent of
the class of 1998 cast a vote in
that year's contest.
The faculty voted in order to
narrow the list, but in 1998
j u s t 10 percent voted. When
seniors cast a second vote to
decide on the finalists, again
only 5 percent participated.
When the entire student body
elected the new Miss Liberty the
turnout rose to one-third of the
eligible voters. But according
to Stewart the ballot count had
reached a level that "indicated
that the senior class, the faculty and the students at large
were not interested in continuing the process."

Opinion Editor

HELLO, AMERICA - Six girls from the Emmanuel Orphanage in Kota, India pose for the camera. Light Ministries sent a team of 30
Liberty students to minister and deliver gifts over Christmas break to 650 orphans whose parents have died in tribal wars or are lepers.

Orphans, students share Christmas blessings
Champion Reporter
KOTA, India - Hundreds of children with
anticipating faces laid aside outdoor games
and ran to greet a bus filled with Liberty
University students who were eager to gtve
their love away.
The students could not get off the bus
before 10 or 12 rough and dusty hands were
upon them. Within minutes, what had been a
quiet soil morning became a Joyful, active
afternoon at the orphanage.
Although the orphans seemed content with
the simple Joy of playing with their new
American friends, they had no idea what the
next 10 days would bring.
On Dec. 18, 1998, Light Ministries, one of
the mission arms of Liberty, boarded 30 students on a plane to one of the dirtiest and
poorest countries in the world. Their main

Please see FOOD, on Page 4
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mission was to give Christmas to 650 Christmas ever! LU students, faculty, and
orphans at Emmanuel Orphanage in north- friends provided over $8,000 to purchase gifts
ern India, as well as encourage Team India II. for "Christmas with an Orphan."
They received biankets for the first time.
For four years Light Ministries has partnered
with
Emmanuel
Ministries There are lew beds, so three or four kids must
International (EMI) based in Kota, India. * share a bunk, and with the cold temperaEmmanuel Ministries has. many outreaches tures, the blankets were a blessing. Limited
that include orphanages, churches, and leper to one or two play outfits, the children were
given uniforms to wear to school.
colonies, mostly in northern India.
On Christmas Eve, Santa visited and
Dr. M A Thomas, founder of EMI, and his
son Dr. Samuel Thomas, a graduate of Liberty brought the children backpacks filled
University, work within these ministries with school supplies, a Bible, a toy,
shoes, socks, underwear and candy. In
spreading the Gospel to the Indian people.
Team India II Is an eight-month mission years past all they were given were
team compiled of 16 Liberty alumni, stu- oranges and a piece of candy,
With all the gifts the orphans were gtven,
dents, and other young adults who minister to the needs of the orphans through the things they seemed to want most were
teaching, nursing, preaching, and adminis- love and affection. A typical morning at the
trating. The first Team India served during orphanage found Jerome Wicker, defensive
the 1997-98 school year.
Please see .CHRISTMAS, on Page
This year, the children received the best

Courtyard becomes city's newest hotel
BY CHRISSY KKMSHKKG

Copy Manager

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Chance of showers.
High: 48 Low: 35

Partly cloudy.
High: 65 Low: 37

iiimiu>

Thursday:

Friday:

Chance of showers.
High: 50 Low: 37

Sunny.
High: 56 Low: 33

Please see STUDENT, on Page 3

You are greeted by the low hum
of voices p u n c t u a t e d by the
crackling and popping of a nearby fire. Soft pinks and mauves
accented by dim lighting bring
both comfort and ease. Patrons
lounge in the plush surroundings
enjoying a that with a friend or
catching up on local news on a
nearby television.
Sound inviting? This and much
more will soon be available to all
weary travelers, provided at the
Courtyard by Marriott, the most
recent hotel to be added to the
Hill City.
According to Susan Frauds,
assistant general manager, the
hotel is scheduled to open Tuesday,

Feb. 2. However, the opening date
may be pushed back two or three
days depending on the llnal completion of all work being done.
The hotel is located at 4640
Murray Place, next to Lynchburg
AMF Bowling and Days' Inn.
The new three-story structure
will offer 90 rooms tor the comfort
of Its guests. All rooms will be
equipped with televisions, which
guests can use to order In house
movies, and coffee makeis.
Though there is no bridal suite, the
hotel does oiler three suites, with two
rooms each. A microwave and relhg
eralor will he included in these larg
er rooms.
in addition, the hotel will offer
rooms that comply with the new

Pieose see HOTEL, on l\u)f 2
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ALMOST DONE - Courtyard by Marriott is scheduled to open for business today.

Here
There
Coffee House Auditions:
Auditions for the Valentine's
Coffee House, sponsored by
Student Life, will be held
Tuesday, Feb. 2 from 4-7
p.m. in David's Place.
Arts Tribute: The Minority
and International Student
Office (MISO) presents "A
Tribute to the Arts" on
Tuesday, Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. in
the Pate Chapel of Thomas
Road
Baptist
Church.
Joseph Bundy, director of
the Afro-Appalachian Performance Company and Nita
Booth, Ms. Virginia 1999,
will be featured. Admission
is free. For more information on Black History Month
events, call MISO at ext.
2688.
Student
Senate: The
Liberty University Student
Government Association will
hold its weekly Senate session Thursday, Feb. 4 at
4:15 p.m. in DeMoss Hall
114.
Bull Bucking: Student Life
presents Bull Bucking at
North Wind Stables, Friday,
Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. For more
information, call ext. 2131.
MISO Film Night: The
Minority and International
Student Office (MISO) presents "Ghosts of Mississippi,"
Saturday, Feb. 6 at 9 p.m.
in
DeMoss
Hall 144.
Admission is free and
refreshments will be served.
Career Workshops: The
Liberty University Career
Center
presents
a
Successful
Interviewing
seminar Thursday, Feb. 4
at 4 p.m. in DeMoss Hail
118. The Center will also
present
an Internship
. Application seminar on
* Monday, Feb. 8 at A p.m.
in DH 118.
Benefit Concert: The
third annual Joshua Boyer
Memorial Benefit concert
will be held Feb. 6 at 7
p.m. at Hyland Heights
Baptist Church, Rt. 29S in
Lynchburg. The featured
singer will be Danny
Funderburk, formerly of
the Cathedral Quartet and
Perfect Heart. Also performing will be the Victory
Quartet and the Rose of
Sharon Trio, with special
guest
emcee
Rodney
Baylous. The concert will
benefit the family of Emily
Driskill, an 11-year-old
leukemia patient.

"Antichrist" sermon draws
fire to LU's chancellor
BY RICK BOYER

Mi tor in Chief
LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell
has come under fire recently after
stating his opinion that the
Antichrist will be Jewish. Ih a
sermon on J a n . 14, Falwell
expressed his belief that Christ
could possibly return within 10
years, and that the Antichrist
may be alive today and Is probably a Jewish man.
Falwell also quickly stated,
"Jesus may not return for 100
years. No one knows the date of
his return."
Some Jewish groups and opponents of Falwell reacted angrily,
with Abraham Foxman of the
Anti-Defamation League labeling
Falwell's comments "rooted In
Christian theological extremism."
The situation escalated J a n .
28, when Harvard law professor
Alan Dershowlte, a Jewish figure
who has clashed with Falwell
politically, reacted when Falwell
jokingly said the Antichrist might
be
working
at
Harvard.
Dershowitz angrily said that he
had received hate mail from people who heard the comment.
Falwell said he was surprised

Falwell noted his friendship
by the reaction to his sermon.
"Most fundamentalists have been with many Jewish figures of the
preaching the Second Coming of past and present. "I have a wonChrist for 2000 years," he said in derful relationship with Israel
Minister
Benjamin
a statement. "The sensitivity to Prime
eschatology today Is a little sur- Netanyahu and many other
Jewish leaders," said Falwell.
prising."
J u s t last month, In fact, over
Falwell
said
that
the
Antichrist will be a counterfeit 1000 Liberty students traveled to
of Jesus, and since the corner- Israel to see the sites of Christ's
stone of the Christian faith was earthly ministry.
"I am wholeheartedly pro-Israel
Himself Jewish, the Antichrist
and am committed to ensuring
must be also.
Rabbi J a m e s Rudln of the that the State of Israel remain
American Jewish Committee free," Falwell said. "The Jews are
God's chosen peodefended
ple and we are, as
Falwell in an
"I am probably the Christians, miracAssociated
connected
Press article
most pro-Jewish... ulously
to them as adoptpublished
ed brethren."
Jan.
16.
evangelical in
Falwell did not
Rudln said
the world."
retract his origiFalwell
nal
statement,
backs Israel
however.
"My
and
Isn't
- Dr. Jerry Falwell
statements were
antl-semitic.
LU Chancellor
rooted
In
"I
am
probably the " ^ — ^ — " " • ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ prophetic orthomost pro-Jewish,
pro-Israel dox Christian doctrine that
theologians
have
evangelical in the world," Falwell most
agreed. "I honesUy believe that, embraced for two millennia," he
as a Christian, It is my responsi- said. "My love and respect of the
bility to honor and revere the Jewish people cannot alter the
prophetic truths of the Bible."
people God chose as His own."

"Wilshire" coming for Junior/Senior
B Y C H R I S EDWARDS

News Editor
Student Life and the Student
Government Association (SGA)
have announced the group
"Wilshlre" as the entertainment
for this year's Junior-Senior banquet, to be held on March 26 at
the Hotel Roanoke.
Additionally,
they
have
announced prices and Umes for
the event
The vocal group of Micah and
Lori Wilshire were the founding
act on Michael W. Smith's
Rocketown label. The two call
Roanoke home. Liberty was first
introduced to the tf«-0!it- tfuring

Michael W. Smith's "Live the Life- charged the same price for the
tour stop with Chris Rice at the event Prices for tickets will be
$22.50 per person, or $45 per
Vines Center last semester.
"We've heard all positive things couple. The committee wanted to
from the students about mem," make things easier for the people
said Chris Stewart, Junior class selling die tickets, Stewart said.
Stewart also said the actual
president and member of the
planning committee. "They are a price of the entire evening will
couple, and it is a couples' cost Student Life about $50
evening, so we are hoping they per person.
Tickets went on sale Monday,
can talk about their engagement
Feb. 1 and space will be limited to
and things like that as well."
Wilshire will bring a full band 550 people. Stewart said last
for their performance, which will year's event was attended by 520
highlight a night under the theme people wltii little promotion and a
later ticket sale date.
"Maiden Voyage."
The event will begin with picParting from past precedent,
both juniors and seniors will be tures at 6:30 p.m.

Where do you eall
home?

MISOfeaturesvariety of
Black History Month events
Conmvedjrom

page 1

Recognized students must
have at least a 3.5 GPA and a
good
Christian
service
record, she added.
The black tie gala will be
held in the Holiday Inn Select
at 8 p.m., and tickets can be
obtained for $25.
The focus of this year's celebration, Pearl said, is "really
just to acknowledge what a
lot of history books have
overlooked. I'm looking to put
forward an educational program on Black History Month
that is still fun."
Dr. Cline Hall, chairman of

Hotel will be ready for grads
(tonMiiedficmipage 1
Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA). This will include such
things as rooms for the hearingimpaired and wheel chair accessible bathroom facilities.
"We have all die latest ADA
facilities," said Francis,
The hotel also offers some
special features for the comfort and enjoyment of its
guests. All visitors will have
access to the heated indoor
pool and whirlpool as well as
the mini-gym and restaurant.
The restaurant will provide
guests with several options for
their morning nourishment A
complete! buffet can be purchased for $6.95 and includes:
scrambled eggs, breakfast potatoes, Belgian Waffles, fresh fruit;
cold cereals and an assortment
of breakfast breads.
Fbr those Wishing to prolong
their stay, the Courtyard by

KROGERING!

More importantly, where would you
LIKE to call home?

ASSORTED
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SOFT DRINKS
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Look for the special apartment issue in two weeks
The A p a r t m e n t issue will be published on Feb. 16
Deadline for submitting ads is Feb. 8

KROGER

KROGER

KROGER

CHICKEN
NOODLE SOUP

MACARONI
& CHEESE

CHUNK LIGHT
TUNA

"10.5-oz.

Call 582-2128 to get your ad in the Champion.
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B
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I m p a c t

News
Setak
Tips
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On the £d$e 0$ %lmc
QRDhR YOUR 9 9 YlARUOOK
AND RECEIVE HITHER THE

, ^'98
OR

*96~'97

FREE
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3/$1

E R T Y

¥•

Story Ideas

6-OZ.

7.25-oz.

c HAMPION
T H E

Send postings as far in
advance as possible to
Chris Edwards, c/o the
Liberty Champion.

Marriott offers a coin-operated
guest laundry facility, a dry cleaning service and afooddelivery servicefromlocal restaurants.
According to Francis, all erf" me
features are provided by the hotel
"to make things a little easier on
die guests; a little bit more conv
fortable." They hope to offer "me
very best in Southern hospitality,"
Francis said die hotel would
definitely be open in tinie for
graduation. People wishing to
make reservations can do so
when die hotel is officially
opened to the public.
Special rates for college students and their families have not
yet been determined, but ttiey
will be offering a special introductory rate of $69 plus tak for
regular rooms.
This introductory rate will expire
on April 1 and rooms will go up
to $74 and $84 plus tax. Toll
free reservations can be made'by
calling 1-800-321-2211.

Random happy thoughts.
Read Keenan this week.

Coffee House: Student
Life will present its annual
Valentine's Coffee House
Friday, Feb. 12 at 9:30
p.m. and 12:30 a.m. in
the
Schilling
Center.
Tickets are $2 in advance,
$3 at the door. For more
information, call 2131.
Dinner Theater: Student
Life presents a Dinner
Theater with a showing of
"The
Princess
Bride",
Saturday, Feb. 13 at
David's Place. The cost is
$12 per person or $20 per
couple. Seating is limited.
For more information, call
ext. 2131.

LU's history department,
agreed that the month can
provide new educational
opportunities.
"The advantage would be a
wider perspective. Except for
slavery, black history has
been largely overlooked in
past years," he said.
Senior
Sherl
Johnson
encouraged students who
may not often participate in
MlSO to take advantage of
the opportunity.
"MISO is here because of
Liberty, and Liberty's for all
the students," she said. We
should all come together as
one. God doesn't see colors."

SB
STOP B¥ DH 110 TO ORDER
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INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
SLICES

W H O L E BEAN

SPOTLIGHT

KROGER
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KROGER
CHEESE
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12-OZ.

2/$

$Vl79
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WED THUR FRI
4
3
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4

Items & Prices Good Through February 6,1999 In
Lynchburg. Copyright 1998 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We
reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to
dealers.
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Nurses learn
to serve by
experience
BY JENNIFER

p ^

M

Champion Reporter
The nursing program at
Liberty University is known as
hard and demanding, but it
can also be very exciting and
rewarding One of the highlights for the nursing students
Is the state community service
project, initiated by the Virginia
Student Nursing Association,
The
Liberty
University
Student Nursing Association
has participated in the event
for three years, and won twice.
Each year the colleges
involved are given a different
topic and then must come up
with some type of community
service for i t Last year, the
topic was on cancer, so the
students did an anti-smoking
campaign in middle schools.
This year's topic was on
domestic violence. The students chose to focus on elderly
abuse and neglect because
many times it goes unnoticed.
"All of u s did the research
on elderly abuse. It was a
Joint effort," said Betsey Lee,
a- graduating senior in the
nursing program luttd president of U7SNA, "We got a lot
of our information from the
library, Internet, and articles
to journals.*'
"We also had to get copyright
permission," said Vicki Martin,
assistant professor of nursing
and advisor in the nursing
department
Students have been meeting regularly to prepare for
the competition, to be held
Feb. 19-20 in Williamsburg,
Va. About 45 students will
attend the convention, competing against such schools
as George Mason, Lynchburg
General School of Nursing
and Radford.
For the competition, some of
the girls had to create a MAC
!x»k, which stands for "Most
Active Constituent* and shows
the activities they did during
the year for the organization.
That book, along with their
community service book, will
l?e entered Into competition.
For their i m m u n i t y service,
(hey also donated items to different shelters and were able
to gather food for the YMCA
"ver Christmas. The students
nave been working on this project since Oct 1998.
Besides helping out at surrounding shelters, they produced public service spots for
C-91, Spirit EM, and WKVL,
and other radio stations,
explaining the signs of elderly
abuse and neglect and who to
call to report an elderiy person
l^elng abused.
- Channel 19 ran the TV version of the announcement
and the group also presented
the commercial to Channel
6, and Channel 7 and Fox 27
tn Roanoke.
Carrie Croft, a senior in the
nursing program, was the
background narrator in all the
broadcast spots.
"It's not that we want to get
something for it (the community project]; we want to serve
the most people," said Martin.
The students will be competing on several different levels.
After the state competition in
February, they will also be
going to the Nationals in
Pittsburgh, Pa. on April 23.

Miss Liberty
p a g e a n t won't
be brought back
Continuedfrom

Liberty Champion, Page .3

LU adds three new faculty
Borek, Lilley and McKay excited to teach at Christian college
BY JAIME CLARK
Champion Reporter
Liberty University welcomes three new
full-time faculty members for spring
1999. Professor Lois Borek, Dr. Larry
Lllley and Professor Dawn McKay all
come to LU with extensive education and
experience In their respective fields.
With them comes their excitement at
finally being able to teach at a Christian
university such as liberty.
Borek, now in the LU biology department, has been teaching for the past 15
years. For the past eight years she served
intermittently as lab coordinator for the
anatomy and physiology labs at Georgia
State University. While doing this, she
worked on her masters degree (which
she received from GSU) and also taught
at the high school level.
Borek accepted the position at LU to
teach Anatomy and other related courses to the biology department about a
year ago. What prompted her to accept,
she said, was the attitude of the people
and the overwhelming Christian environment Her experience at LU so far has
been positive. Fellowship among
Christians, she says, Is very visible.
'It was a wonderful opportunity for me
to continue doing something that I loved
to do and especially in a Christian environment," Borek said.
A major goal for Borek is to earn
her doctorate. "I love it," she said,
"Going to school Is probably one of
the most rewarding things. It keeps

you challenged, it keeps you working elements: "Mastery of a subject area, a
towards a goal."
commitment to continued self-ImproveLilley, now with the LU Business ment and a real concern for the
Department, has been teaching since progress of the student"
1974. He has been with LU in the past
For McKay, this semester marks her
as part of the adjunct faculty. This past first full-time teaching position. She
summer he taped the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _
Is teaching Pathom^m^^^^^
first masters of busiphysiology and a basic
ness administration
class in the nursing
"Going to school is
(MBA) course at LU,
department. She also
Executive Leadership probably one of the most does much clinical,
and Management, for
hands-on work with
rewarding things... it
the External Degree
students in caring for
keeps
you
challenged
...
program. He has also
and monitoring badly
taught at Averett working toward a goal." ill patients.
College in the MBA
McKay graduated
Program. He has also
from Mary Baldwin
L
o
i
s
B
o
r
e
k
served as dean of
College. She received
admissions at the
N e w L U p r o f e s s o r her bachelor of science
College of Health — — — — — — — — — — " ™ (
nursing at the
n
Sciences In Roanoke.
University of Virginia and then went on
This semester Lilley is teaching to earn her masters degree in 1995.
Organizational Behavior I and II.
Likewise, McKay said she was promptLilley said he has always had the ed to accept her position at LU because
desire to teach at a Christian college. of the warmth of the people and the dis"Through the years of teaching I recog- tinctly Christian environment
nized that there was a need to impart a
"IVe always wanted to teach here," said
combination of Christian and manage- McKay. "My interaction with the folks
ment values to potential leaders in the from Liberty was wonderful... there's a
business world," he noted
wonderful sense of friendship that just
His teaching goals also have high grows, and I wanted to be a part of that"
importance for Lilley. "I want to do my
During this year she plans to make
best," he said, "to make a positive It a goal to grow as an .Individual and
Impact on the business world by help- in her teaching abilities. Her mark of a ,
tag prepare Christian managers for good teacher, she said, is someone
positions of influence."
who can teach, but also establishes a
To do this, Lilley emphasizes that "connection between (the teacher) and
good teaching consists of three main the students."

SGA offers classroom food bill
Plan Is in response to recent prohibition; awaits Thompson action
Technology Resource Center.
The bill passed overwhelmingly by a
standing vote, with only five senators votThe first Student Government ing against the measure.
Association (SGA) Senate session of the
The bill now moves to SGA president
semester saw the beginning of election Alfred Thompson. If Thompson signs the
preparation and passage of a bill that bill, It will move to LU President Dr. John
would restore some of the student body's M. Borek, Jr. for consideration
lost perks.
In presenting the bill, Robinson said
The Senate introduced and passed the that many students have complained
"Food and Drink Act," aimed at restoring they can't enjoy coffee and other food
food and drink to some classrooms on during early classes and some stucampus. This semester marks the first dents who don't have a lunch break
time the administration has outlawed all suffer too.
food and drink In classrooms.
The bill also recommends that the
The bill, Introduced by Senator Garet administration investigate ways to punRobinson, would allow food and drink in ish those people found leaving trash in
DeMoss Hall, Religion Hall and Teacher classrooms and violating the policy.
Education Hall, but keep the ban In
In preparation for the upcoming elecScience Hall, Fine Arts, the A. Pierre tions, the Senate also considered
Guillermin Library and the Information President Alfred Thompson's nominaB Y C H R I S EDWARDS

Champion Reporter

tions for the election committee.
According to the SGA constitution,
the committee is made up of three
people who enforce the rules for campaigning during the election season.
Those on the committee aren't
allowed to campaign in any way.
Each must be approved by a twothirds vote of the Senate.
Chief Justice Travis Griffin and
Laurie Gonzales were both approved for
positions, while April Foster, one of
Thompson's three competitors for the
presidency last year, was not approved.
Howard Thomas was also appointed to
the committee as an advisor-at-large, a
position not requiring a Senate vote.
Thompson will now have to present
anollner cantllCkaU: to \lie Senate at Its
next session, scheduled for Thursday at
4:15 p.m. in DeMoss Hall 114.

D
u
Researchers: AIDS came
to humans from chimps
A research team at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham says it has discovered evidence
that the first case of HIV in humans was caused
by contact with an Infected chimpanzee.
Chimps carry the virus without becoming HI.
After first infecting humans in the 1940s or 50s,
the disease has spread to where it affects 35 million people today.
The UA-B team says it has found at least
four cases of cross-species transmission of the
AIDS virus.

Conservative activist to
seek GOP nod for prez
Family Research Council president Gary Bauer
announced his Intentions Sunday to seek the
Republican nomination for president in 2000.
Bauer, who is not well-known, says he has an
exciting pro-life message, and can raise money to
run an effective campaign.
Bauer said he will run as a "Reagan
Republican, not In the tradition of the moderate George Bush and Bob Dole who have led
the last two GOP tickets.

Germans to repay Nazi
slaves for WWII slavery
The German government says it has reached a
compromise with industry to l^egin to compensate the two to three million survivors of German
slave camps in the 1940s.
The "Remembrance and Responsibility" campaign will begin on Sept. 1, 1999, the 60th
anniversary of the invasion of Poland.
Industries who participate in the payback program will be granted freedom from future lawsuits by the survivors. Approximately two to
three million survivors of Nazi camps sill live.

Army finds recruitment
levels shrinking slightly
Enlistments to the U.S. Army are down 20
percent according to recent figures.
The Pentagon is requesting more funding,
hoping to make defense jobs competitive with
private sector jobs.
Military morale has taken serious hits during
the Clinton Administration, with the president's
"don't ask, don't tell" policy on homosexuals and
his decision to allow women in front line units
widely thought to damage morale.
Several of the military services have battled
similar disinterest on the part of potential
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Stewart said that Student Life
realizes the need for traditions
and that's why they instituted
the Homecoming Parade and
plan for others in the future.
Stewart said they plan to Institute traditions that would
include the entire student body,
rather than Just one individual.
LU alumnus Michele Campbell
agreed with Student Life s plans
when she said that they should
"exchange the Miss Liberty contest for a new tradition such as
spirit week.''
Josh Raines a sophomore
from Ohio, disagreed. He
believes that events such as
the Miss Liberty contest are
Important because "it is the
vaditional aspects of LU that
Keep the history intact and
motivates the s t u d e n t s to
contribute to the morale of
this university."

NATIONAL

Gold Key Award Winning
R A M A D A I N N & Conference Center

BUSINESS SERVICE, LLC
Income Tax & Bookkeeping
• Personal
•Corporations
• S m a l l Business
(Call Dennis E. Gragg For Appointment)
846-4870
Efficient - Experienced - Reliable
Returns Available For Every State In U.S.
Short Forms, Fed & 1 State: $25.00
Additional States: $5.00
Put experience to work for you.
graggtax@earthlink.net

Before you tee off on anything
Write a letter to the
Editor. Let us print
your vie,ws and
opinions. We* re
not here just to
cover the universe
ty's events. We re
here to help your
voice and ideas
become a part of
our U n i v e r s t ^ *
i u n i v i r s e ^ ^ i p . us
a letter in DeMoss
Hai|11G or through
the mtracampus
mail.

200 new rooms

Join The College MamOy Club TODAY!
< ! ^ Special Bed & Breakfast Rate of *57°° for Deluxe Class Accommodations, per room, per night.
single or double occupancy, (subject to availability, excludes Graduation weekends)
Super-Saver *35°° rate on 2"J Room
(Subject to Availability)

• A 10% Discount in Seasons Restaurant

Every 11"' Night is FREE
(Super-Saver 2nd room purchases do not apply)
Free Enrollment

• Rates are valid throughout the school year
Visit our Website: www.lyncl1burj4ramada.com

Call 804-8474424, Ext. 100, You Can Enroll Over The Phone!
M >l ITKTY I.AMADA

3436 Odd Fellows Road (Take Route 29 to Exit 7) • Lynchburg, VA 24501
804-847-4424 or 800-721-1160 • Facsimile 804-846-4965
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LU debate ranks one, two in nation A master's touch
liberty teams trounce So. Carolina, Miami, Navy en route to win in George Mason tourney
t

and the University of Miami nlng all three divisions.
(Florida) to advance to the final
The novice team of Stephen
Champion Reporter
round. Also, Liberty's Leah Frazier Carter and Julie Sorge won the
novice division by defeating the
The young Liberty varsity and Michael Tllley finished third.
The Liberty ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ Naval Academy
debaters
continued
their
nearly
in the finals
provement over last semester squad
"That (victory) shows
round.
starting 1999 with a dlviston- made team hisThe Junior
al victory at the George Mason tory at the tour- their maturity. This team
nament. They
varsity team of
Bnlversity Patriot Debates.
is getting better and bet- Devtn Chwastyk
I Both varsity LU teams finished won the overall
and Tony Tllley
ter as the season proin the top three. Jared Woodard tournament by
the
lost to their
2nd Nick Ylngst defeated a team winning
gresses"
opposite numfrom the University of South novice division
finishing
bers
from
Carolina in the process of captur- and
- Dr. Brett O'Donnell B i n g h a m t o n
flhg Liberty's first varsity win of the second In the
Junior varsity
|998-1999 campaign,
LU Debate coach University in
division
(which
i their final round.
g "That shows their maturity,''
was
the
team's
fourth
double
diviof LU's teams
All
seven
said Dr. Brett O'Donnell, Liberty
advanced to the elimination
Bnlversity director of debate. sional win of the season).
Liberty lost the final round of rounds, and no team won less
Srhe team Is getting better and
better as the season progresses." Junior varsity competition on a than four of its six preliminary
Woodard and Ylngst defeated split decision. Therefore, they debates. The Liberty debaters are
teams from the Naval Academy came within one ballot of wln- continuing to show improvement
BY BILL MEYER

r

Continuedfrompage 1
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TICKLING THE IVORIES — World-class pianist Stefan Bardas,
85, performs at a guest recital Thursday during his two-day visit.

.
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LOOKING FOR MUSICIANS FOR PEP
RRND FOR THE LRDV FLRMES
RRSKETBRLL TERM. WILL TRKE GUITAR

Food court will
welcome new
vendors soon
The hours are subject to change
however once it opens, depending
upon demand.
The cafeteria will be hiring stuidents from Liberty. "We will be
iable to employ students and will
jbe able to train them," says
Onokalah.
The food court is expected to fit
around 100 people although that
number can change once it is
built
The set up of the food court will
be for both sit-down and take-out
orders. "The set up will take care
of the needs of all faculty and staff
also," said Onokalah.
For Pam Pardl, owner of the
Espressway Cafe, the new food
x>urt means only a change of
scenery. Pardi said that while
tnost of her business is done In
|he morning as students move
between classes, only time would
tell If her customers would have
time to sit in the new building,
j "We have mixed feelings," said
Pardi, "but we can't knock it until
try i f

as the season goes on.
Of the six tournaments in
which the LU novices have participated, they have won all but one.
The Junior varsity debaters have
won three tournaments and they
have been in the final round at
two others.
Likewise, the varsity squad
has continued to gain momentum. They are finishing steadily
higher in the standings in each
of the tournaments In which
they compete.
Currently, the LU debaters
are ranked number one in the
American Debate Association,
with the most cumulative points
in both the novice and the
Junior varsity divisions. Liberty
is ranked second only to Emory
University in the National
Debate Tournament.

ResrauRiurr

PLRVERS, SCHOLRRSHIP MONEV MRV BE
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STAY WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF
LIBERTY CAMPUS!
Adjacent to Liberty University
Lynchburg's Only Hotel Where You
Can Walk to Graduation, No FightingTraffic!
24-Hour Indoor Pool and Spa
24-Hour Fitness Center
Students Stay Free with Parent
40-ltem Continental Breakfast Buffet
Complimentary Airport Shuttle
Within 1 Mile of over 20 Restaurants
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'Christmas with an Orphan' provides love for needy kids in India
Continued/mm

page 1

ground, all of the children
receive the care they need. The
lineman for the Liberty football kids go to school, have three
team, teaching the kids his meals a day, receive medical
attention, and are taught God's
American sport.
The younger girls hovered over love, which Is far more than
some of the Liberty girls, waiting other Indian children receive.
In Une to get their nails painted.
Not only were the lives of the
Often times, the kids just wanted children affected, but also the
to be held. In the shade of the hearts of the Liberty students.
tapioca tree, children would be Senior Jenny Anderson made a
friendship with Bracllla, Mercy,
nestled against an LU student
The children came from all and Kimboy from Manlpur
walks of life. The orphanage whose parents were killed In a
began when Dr. M.A. Thomas tribal war.
"As I cried, they
had a burden
for the leper mmmmtMtmam • • • • • • • • wiped the tears
from my eyes,"
children of
"I know I want to go Anderson said. The
India. Lepers
are shunned
back. I have changed girls responded,
"We are so happy
from society
my major so I can go here and if we were
and are made
not here we could
back and help the
to live In their
not spend Christmas
own colonies.
people of India."
with you."
This makes It
"I realized I diddifficult to
- Erin Taylor n't give up anyprovide for
LU sophomore thing to come to
their
chilIndia," Anderson
dren.
While Thomas was working concluded. The girls gave
among the lepers, a doctor Anderson a necklace for the love
Informed him that children born she gave to them.
Fitu Tafaoa Jr., associate
Into leper colonies were not necessarily lepers, however. If they director and campaign coordicontinued to live to the contam- nator of Light Ministries, was
inated colony they would con- a member of Team tndia I and
led this year's team of stutract the dreadful disease.
It was at this point that the dents.
Tafaoa said the Light team parfirst Emmanuel Orphanage was
started In Kota out of pity for ticipated to the Christmas Eve prothese leper children and com- gram for the community,
passion for the many orphans Christmas caroled with the
orphans at night to neighboring
In India.
Not all of the children are from homes, and organized and distribleper families. Many at the home uted the gifts to the children.
"Through the highs and the lows
are orphans because their parents were killed to tribal wars In that come with a missions trip, I
India and neighboring countries. enjoyed the time well spent with
Regardless of their back- my American team," Tafaoa said.

MAIN ST

orphans through Emmanuel
Ministries International.
Junior Mike Leger returned to
India for the second time this
Christmas. Both times were
unique. Last year's Light team
led evangelistic crusades, while
this year was concentrated on

the orphans.
"It Is ironic to truly understand
that It takes no special talent or
skill to love and invest in these
little children, only availability
and willingness as stated In
James 1:27," said Leger.

PHOTO COURTESY op SHAUNA MALCOLM

ON THE STREET - Members of the Liberty team meet some of the
locals while exploring downtown Kota during their stay in India.

"There are so many rewards to
gain in India by spending time with
the Emmanuel Bible Institute students and orphans. It was great as
they remembered me by giving
back the love that I gave them last
year," he said.

Sophomore Erin Taylor said, "I
know I want to go back I have
changed my major so I can go back
and help the people of India."
Taylor and other LU students
hope to Join future Team India
campaigns, reaching out to the

Holiday House

Florist

Tanning Salon

Valentine Specials!

onth Unlimited

20 DO
visits
s
its
jits

$10 ^
$20ee
$30 ^
$5022

Single long stem rose wrapped with;
baby's breath and greenery for only

$4.95

fBuaranteedi

xercise

Urs Gabathuler
propietor/chef

10% off on oil other Valentine Specials

^no contract

eatery and catering, co.

Balloons & Plush Animals

*noflownpayments

845^169
014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501

;
c

Located at.Liberty University in DeMoss
Hall at ext. 4690
We deliver to the dorms!

I GRADUATION SPECIAL!
Located within One Mile of
Liberty University Campus
Awarded "Hotel of the Year"
in 1995 and 1998 by Days Inn of America!
Large Pool and Play Area
Students Stay Free with Parent
Complimentary Hot, Cooked-toOrder Breakfast with Room
Complimentary Airport Shuttle
Across From an 85 Store Mall
Over 20 Restaurants Within a Mile

m

Call Joy or Connie to
Book Your Room
Today!
(804) 847-8655
Toll Free:
(800) 787 - DAYS

I
I
I
I

GRADUATION SPECIAL
Present this Coupon Upon Check-in for

30°/<0

DAYS INN
off Regular Rates

Not valid with any other offer. Coupon valid during dates 5/7/99 - 5/9/99 only. Two night minimum and advanced payment required. One room per coupon.

I
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Wintergreen Ski Trips
Tuesday, February 16 &
Tuesday, February 23
$15-lift ticket &
$15 - ski rental
Leave David's Place at 3:30pm
Must sign up and leave non-refundable
$15 deposit in the Student Life Office by
the Friday before the trip.

Intramural Sports
Bull Bucking In Boonesboro
every Fri. night, Jan. - Apr.
Showtime 7:30pm
Admission $6
$1 off with LU I.D.
425 Coffee Road, Lynchburg
OOUI

for Info, call 2389
Flag Football
Manager's Meeting on Feb. 22
Tournament begins on March 4

Field Hockey, Women only
Manager's Meeting on Feb. 15
Play begins on March 1
Softball, Men's and Women's
Manager's Meeting on Feb. 15
Play begins on March 1

Sandpit volley
Men's & Women's
Manager's
Meeting on
Indoor Soccer
Cage Basketball
April
19
Men's and Women's
Men's and Women's
Tournament begins Manager's Meeting on April 19
Manager's Meeting on Feb. 8
on April 26
Tournament begins on Feb. 15
Tournament begins on April 26
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OPINION
Confessions of a
former Baptist
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T H E
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T h e Official N e w s p a p e r o f L i b e r t y U n i v e r s i t y
Established 1983
"... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17).

LU retires Miss Liberty
When Sarah St. J o h n received the crown as Miss' Liberty, little did she
know that she would be reigning a dynasty. "Though LU traditionally crowns a
new queen every homecoming, no one will challenge St. John again because
the decision has been made to discontinue Miss Liberty.
According to Dean of Student Life M&e Stewart, LU students did not show
enough interest in the contest. Apparently a meager 5% of the senior class voted in
the selection of Miss liberty candidates, He said only one third of the student body
voted i n the final election. Well, only one fourth of eligible voters turn out in many
presidential elections, does that mean we should ban America's campaigns?
Everyone: knows that voters usually represent the educated and concerned
citizens. Thus the lack of participation may have been incited by ignorance.
The student body's voter turnout not only reflects their intellect b u t also their
l
excitement over the Miss Liberty contest.
Last fall we lost both Miss Liberty and sptritweek. True, we do still have
the homecoming parade,'but let's face it, a parade without a queen and a
normal h u m d r u m week do not exactly make t h e crowds explode a t t h e
annual game.
Liberty needs to reclaim both h e r queen and spirit week and It should add
specialized days a s well, such a s 70s day, twin day, mismatch day and so
forth. Breaking the routine gives the students something to celebrate — something to take pride in.
Universities across the nation have unique traditions that make them
attractive. LU should join her collegiate counterparts and pursue a
Homecoming week packed with victory and pride. This will give u s students
something to believe in, something to look forward to and something to pull u s
closer to our alma mater.

Putting the Super Bowl
loss in perspective
It wasn't a great weekend for Atlanta Falcons safety Eugene Robinson.
Not only did his team get plastered by J o h n Elway's Broncos. Not only did
he break a finger in the loss.
The Super Bowl came t h e day after Robinson's arrest on charges of
soliciting prostitution from a n undercover officer. This on the evening of
the day h e received t h e Bart Starr Award from Athletes in Action. The
award is presented to NFL players who display "high moral character."
While he does deny t h e changes, the evidence doesn't look good.
Reports say his wife is devastated, a n d his kids don't know how to react.
While s u c h incidents don't usually shock NFL watchers, it does pack a
punch when a guy who was recognized a s a role model fails so blatantly.
It's more p r o o f — a s if we needed it — t h a t character h a s nothing to do
with t h e outside. What other people see may n o t be t h e real thing. Man
looks on the outward appearance, b u t God looks on the heart.
For a m a n who apparently h a S a great family life, this is especially sad.
Even if he gets off, his wife a n d kids will probably never t r u s t him again.
It sends a n awful example to the k i d s who h a d j u s t finished watching him
receive the Starr Award.
We should pray for him and his family, a n d a s the apostle Paul wrote,
"let each m a n examine himself." Others may see one side of u s — what
does God see?
,

Quotes of the week...
•"Why should I forgive you? ... 1 supplied all your needs, yet they committed adultery and thronged to t h e houses of prostitutes. They are well-fed
and lusty stallions, each neighing for another man's wife. Should I not
punish this?' declares t h e Lord. "Should 1 n o t avenge myself on a nation
such a s this?'"
— Jeremiah 5:7-9
"No great genius h a s ever existed without some touch of madness."
—
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LU needs leadership in
campus pro-life ranks
Abortion: the plague that haunts this
nation. Conservative organizations
across the world constantly remind
Christians about the tragic deaths that
stab each moment. Their cries have
begun to blend together —the pain, the
death, the suffering of the innocent
babies has become an all too common
sorrow that we wish to drown.
Unfortunately, many Christians have
begun to overcome the problem of abortion, not by solving it, but by ignoring it.
They have become immune to the silent
cry that punctuates America's decline.
Recently Dr. Jerry Falwell said that
since the birth of Roe vs. Wade and the
legalization of abortion 26 years ago,
over 40 million babies have died.
Those children were best friends, siblings, husbands. They were a part of
our generation that we will never know.
Out of sight, out of mind? I hope not.
Thousands of years ago, the angel of
death came and killed every
first born in Egypt. Only the

of his friend and his country.
The problem with abortion is that
there is no direct enemy. The blame
belongs to the judges that legalized it,
to the doctors that perform the abortion, to the mothers that give their
babies to the murderers, and to the
entire American public who allows this
to happen.
Because there is no direct opponent,
many Christians try to approach this
battle in different ways. Some fight by
lobbying politicians to change the laws,
others work to educate pregnant
women about the dangers of abortion,
still others go directly to the clinics to
protest. Yet the infanticide continues.
Unfortunately, the people who fight
the battle against abortion have begun
to bicker amongst themselves. Some
people who lobby think the pro-lifers
who picket carry the fight to an extreme
that hurts their witness. The picketers
do not believe the educators do
enough to stop abortion.

In a war such as this, where
Hebrews with the lamb's
every minute means another
blood on their doors escaped
death, there is no time for
this judgment. Amazingly,
America h a s wiped the
feuds. The pro-life family must
lamb's blood off her doorstick together if we will ever
frames, and death h a s
win this war. With the disconclaimed her offspring — her
tinuation of S.A.L.T., the unifuture. Yet, there are no
versity lost its only fully antiscreams of sorrow and loss, SUZANNE
abortion organization. Who
the only screams come from M C D U F F I E
has
taken any dramatic
the babies torn apart limb ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ • ^ • ^ — steps to save these children
from limb.
since the split? Sure we hate
Now the hard question: Is Liberty abortion, but are are we weeping?
University screaming? Sure, we join all
Weider said the Christian Service
the conservative organizations who Office does not take the initiative to
shout against the injustice of the mur- start new courses. Though they disconder. But are we on our knees weeping tinued S.A.L.T., the administration left
over the loss of human beings?
it up to the students to begin a new proI think that if we really cared, we life club.
would do something about it because
According to Weider the new club
"Faith without works is dead" (James must follow legal and appropriate
2:26). Sure, Liberty organizations such guidelines. Though the new organizaas Concerned Women for America and tion would have to face these restricthe College Republicans avidly speak tions, a t least LU would be doing
against abortion. Yet the fact is that something to save the lives of these
Christians can yell and debate, but children. There is a need for a pro-life
unless they put their words into action, club here on campus; do you have
their speeches are as empty as holes.
the courage to obey?
In 1997, Liberty sponsored t h e
We are hailed as the largest Christian
Students Active for Life and Truth University in the world, but quantity
(S.A.L.T.) Christian Service that without quality betrays a weakness a s
sought to end abortion. However feeble as an infant in his mother's
Director of Christian/Community womb. Presently, we here at Liberty are
service Lew Weider said the drowning in the waves of lukewarm
Administration decided to pull t h e Christianity.
course because "they (S.A.L.T. orgaWe raise our hands to worship the
nizers) breached the trust factor."
King, we attend classes that reveal His
Now comes the big problem. If babies nature, but when He walks to our
are being killed right now — at this very doorstep and asks u s to save His life,
moment, shouldn't we go to any lengths we do nothing. You may ask, "When did
to save their lives? Salt in the earth is we did do uiis? When did we turn away
not always positive. If two American sol- or Lord?" And the answer is "Inasmuch
diers fought in a war and an enemy as you did not do it to one of the least
threatened one of their lives, the other of these, you did not do it unto me"
soldier would kill the enemy in defense (Matthew 25:45).
•:••
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My grandma always said not to discuss
politics or religion in polite company. I
usually talk politics, so 111 break her other
rule and discuss religion this time.
I come from a fundamentalist Baptist
history. I was raised to avoid the unpardonable sin; in fact I still don't smoke,
drink, chew or date girls that do. But
recently I've been questioning things.
In the last year I've had some of my old
assumptions questioned. With such radical steps as dating a Pentecostal girl and
attending a Presbyterian church (there's a
combo), IVe had to question whether my
convictions are, or whether they come
merely by osmosis.
I look around me.
I see scores of
Christian kids get
emotionally happy
during worship services, sing and clap
and give testimonies
of the
Lord's hand In their
lives. Then I see
many of those kids RICK
watch the same BOYER
movies, laugh at
the same jokes, look at the same subject
matter that kids "out there" do.
They don't appear to notice a contradiction. What am I missing? It happens in my
church, where I watch a generation of
juvenile delinquents and divorcees-inwaiting spring from Christian parents and
a Christian youth group. 1 watch many
high schoolers memorize the Romans
Road, go on foreign missions trips, then
come home and get girls pregnant or collapse into alcoholism. I see too many good
missionaries but lousy Christians. If "old
things are passed away; all things are
become new," what's wrong?
Perhaps the whole modem fundamentalist perception of God is wrong. Who and
what are we worshipping? The trend in
fundamentalism is toward a loving, chummy Santa Claus God who is just waiting
for us to sin so He can forgive us.
After all, we're "saved for sure, forever."
We're "free in Christ." Yet Paul never gives
a license to sin. Those who sin are slaves
to that sin, he warns. Christianity is freedom from sin, not freedom to sin.
We are so determined to escape the doctrine of salvation by works that we may
have forgotten that faith without works is
dead. So determined to spotlight the love
of God that weVe forgotten His habred for
sin. So determined to "get people saved"
weVe forgotten that they're lost.
We pull people forward to pray formulated prayers by hundreds, but do they
genuinely repent? Scripture tells us
"repentance toward God" is non-negotiable. So we "get them saved." From
what? Is Christianity just fire insurance?
When Jonathan Edwards sparked a
continent with his sermon "Sinners in the
hands of an angry God," he read in a
monotone, seldom looking up from his
notes. Hardly dynamic. Hardly a cheap
emotional high. He warned his people God
was against them and that they hung over
the flames of His wrath, unless they
repented. The sermon had people on their
knees in genuine repentance and started a
fire that moved a nation.
Today we get emotionally moved by a
speaker who tugs at our heartstrings, and
a week later we're back at the altar again.
Lives aren't changing.
My pastor noted the other day that my
generation hasn't seen God realty work.
WeVe not seen accomplishments that
couldn't be done by man's effort. Has God
failed; is He powerless today or are we not
really worshipping the God of our fathers?
Have we ever experienced the holiness
"without which no man can see the Lord?"
Is it perhaps time we put the Old
Testament back in the Bible? Time we recognized the God Who, when the prophet
Isaiah saw Him, he said "Woe is me, for I
am a man of unclean lips'? Time we
ceased to cite the Holy Spirit every Sunday
and every convocation, then grieve Him
with the way we live the rest of the week?
These are my questions — if I knew the
answers I'd include them too.

"Do you think we should have a
Miss liberty contest?"

"We have a Miss Liberty
Pageant?"

They need to replace it
with a Mr. Liberty contest."

"I think Miss Liberty is
a great opportunity."

—Justin Ridge, Jr.
Charlotte, N.C.

— Adam Lyerly, Jr.,
Lovettsville, Va.

— Christine Martin,
Fr. Portland, Ore.

Who cares?"

— Joanna Gregg, Fr.
Waynesboro, Va.

"It would bring back
female school spirit."

"I never paid attention
to the whole thing."

— Slade Seward, Sr.
Waverly, Va.

— Matt Adkins. Sr.
Kernersville, N.C.

— Photos by Matt Hjembo
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COMMENTARY
Prosecuting Clinton's defense
B Y J O H N FKROUSON

Champion Editorialist
This past December the House Republicans
and five House Democrats gave America a
much-needed Christmas present. That present
was ignoring our supposed popular opinion
and voting to impeach our corrupt president.
The House of Representatives impeached
William Jefferson Clinton on charges of perjury
and obstruction of Justice in the sexual
harassment civil suit brought against him by
Paula Jones. All along and currently through
the Senate trial, the Democrats and the president's attorneys have defended him on three
points. Coincldentally, the mainstream media
has done a good Job solidifying the Democrats'
arguments. But the simple fact of the matter is
that their arguments are poor at best.
The first argument Is that while they recognize the fact that the president Is, as Rep. Dan
Burton referred to him, a "scumbag," the
charges do not rise to the level of "high crimes
and misdemeanors" necessary to remove him
from office. Now it does not take a genius to
figure out that perjury and obstruction of Justice are felonies and not misdemeanors. That
would make the charges "high crimes," and
they Justify removing anyone from office.
Also, in 1974 the Democratic
House
Judiciary Committee passed articles of
Impeachment against President Nixon because
he lied on his income tax returns, hence committing perjury — an impeachable offense. The
time has come for Democrats to answer why
lying on tax returns is impeachable, and lying
tin a civil deposition is not. Is the collection of
1
taxes for their failed social programs more
Important than the civil rights of the women
they are supposed to champion?
Their second argument is that the founding
fathers would never have Impeached anyone
for having sex. This too is a poor argument,
and gives evidence to the argument that many
liberals are historical revisionists. Most of
America's founding fathers lived in an area
that was almost puritan. It was an area not too

"Is the collection of taxes for their
[the Democrats] failed social programs more important than the
civil rights of the women they are
supposed to champion?"
far removed from the dreaded scarlet letter.
Also, when President Jackson appointed
J o h n Eaton as his Secretary of War, this
caused internal strife within Jackson's
Cabinet. Rumor had it that John Eaton's marriage to his wife, Peggy, was the result of adultery. Most of the Cabinet and their wives
wouldn't even speak to the Eaton's. Jackson
actually Issued an order to his cabinet for their
wives to Include Mrs. Eaton In their functions.
Later, Jackson was forced to dissolve his first
cabinet because of adultery. If cabinet members wouldn't even speak to rumored adulterers, how could someone argue that they

wouldn't Impeach for
adultery?
In defending the
president on the Senate
floor, attorney Charles
Ruff said, "Impeachment
is not a remedy for private wrongs. It's a
method of removing
someone whose continued presence in office
would cause grave danger to the nation." Is
not
perjury
and
obstruction of Justice In
any circumstance committed by the president
a grave danger to the
nation?
Appeasement
towards any crime by
any person
poses a
grave danger.
The Democrats' third
argument was that the
whole
impeachment
process has been nothing short of a partisan
process
by
the
Republicans.
Last
December, five House
Democrats crossed the
aisle and voted their
conscience to impeach
the president. One of
them was Rep. Virgil H.
Goode, Jr. of Virginia.
Rep. Goode represents
Virginia's Fifth District,
which
surrounds
Liberty and Lynchburg.
Prior to the impeachment vote, the Fifth
District Democratic Party met with Rep. Goode
and threatened to challenge him for the party's
nomination in 2000 if he voted to impeach the
president.
After the vote, Fifth District Democratic
Party Chairman Carl Eggleston said, "He's
going to have a bumpy road to the nomination.
A lot of Democrats think that if he wants to
carry the Democratic Party label, then he
needs to carry the banner as well. He pretty
much votes Republican anyway. If he wants to
be like a Republican, then go over to the
Republican Party."
Later on, for the first time in 20 years the
Fifth District Democrats did not sponsor a
Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner with their U.S.
Representative because in the words of
Eggleston, "We don't want to do it with him."
Because of his vote of conscience, Rep.
Goode may lose his party endorsement in
2000. The Democrats will probably have the renomination process in a convention, where
Chairman Eggleston holds all the power and can
swing support in any direction he likes.
The pressure that has been applied to Rep.
Goode by the Democrats Is obviously partisan. In
their eyes, it would probably only be partisan If the
Republicans did the same to Rep. Peter King of
New York, who crossed the aisle and voted against
Impeachment But if voting one's conscience is

Sodium allotment
at all time high

Cursing not a crime
worth imprisonment
Rv T R I S H HAMPTON

Champion Editorialist

Come on, guys! bon't give up yet!
Defending Bill is EASY! There's only
one TINY problem...he's guilty.

AT A ACCENT MfHITCHOUSE
DEFENSE MEETING...

considered to be partisan, then so be i t
The Democrats have rarely said that the
President did not commit these offenses, and
their poor and somewhat hypocritical defense
of the President is evidence that they are on
shaky ground.
So the real question, perhaps, is why are
they defending this president? Do they really
want to be the proponents of moral leprosy?
The question may be best answered by syndicated columnist Cal Thomas who wrote, "It's
because Democrats fear that removing Clinton
from office would give Republicans a chance
to grab the White House again and that the
next president might reduce abortions, cut
taxes, shrink government, slow the gay-rights
Juggernaut and challenge public schools by
offering freedom of choice to parents. For
Democrats, that Is what this trial is about."
When speaking about Impeachment, Rep.
Goode said in a statement, 'To me, the issue
is not what the He was about, b u t the fact that
the president made the choice to lie, repeatedly, after having taken an oath to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing b u t the truth.
Today there are hundreds of people In the
United States in Jail because they lied under
oath."
A Republican could not have said it better.
William Jefferson Clinton, President of the
United States, Is not above reproach.

Everyone knows that cursing violates the Liberty
Way, but not many realize it is against the law in
Michigan. A recent USA Today article cited that Timothy
Boomer, 24, helped to bring a buried 1897 Michigan law,
which prohibits cursing in front of women and children,
Into the light.
After falling out of a canoe on Rifle River, Boomer used
some "choice" words to describe how he was feeling.
Standing near Boomer was a mother with a 2-year-old girl
and a 5-year-old boy. Nearly a quarter of a mile away was
a deputy sheriff. In his explosion of profanity Boomer
yelled so loud the deputy sheriff was able to hear him
clearly. A few minutes later the officer ticketed Boomer on
the 1897 profanity law.
In preparation for the hearing, Boomer's defense plans
to prove that his First Amendment right was violated. They
hope that the Judge will declare the law unconstitutional
and dismiss the charges. Boomer claims that the entire
situation was blown out of proportion by the state. If convtcted, Boomer could
^m7^?^"™'^^™"^?^™™'™

face up to 90 days in
jail and a $100 fine.
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"Chicago now has a
that charges $300

Cursing in front of
women and children
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should be socially break their cussing habit."
unacceptable, not ille- —-—•"""*""~~""~"™~~"~~"•"•
gal. In a day and age where cursing is an unending theme
in movies and songs, it is almost unrealistic to believe that
a young man of 24 Is not going to use profanity. No one
tickets
stars when
way through
u i c i i ctheir
v ' c i / wOFu.
11G O n e
m
u v i c s , movie
vv'ulic w'Oincii
uiOOi they
OVci curse
fines singers for cursing their way through albums and
concerts, even though innocent bystanders may not want
to hear their obscenities.
No, Boomer's punishment showed the hypocrisy of
America. Swearing has crept so stealthily over the past
decade that it now pervades society to such an extent that
it has even snuck Into various text books. If Boomer was
raised on such a foundation, no one can expect him tp
ignore the principles of his upbringing.
Cussing has become politically Incorrect. In fact,
Chicago now has a clinic that charges $300 per hour to
help people break their cussing habit. Curses have become
a trend of the past, b u t that still does not excuse imprisoning people who don't know about the fashion statement
If cussing fads change with the decades, then it will
take a long time to cleanse the minds and mouths of a generation that has been corrupted with swear words.
Profanity has Infested America and It will take more than
a clinic to clean out her mouth.
In Romans, Paul warns believers about being unrighteous: "All have turned away ... The poison of vipers is on
their lips. Their mouths are full of cursing and bitterness"
(Rom. 3:12-14). America has become unrighteous and now
it must endure the venom of Its sin.
It does show a great lack of character on Boomer's part
to curse In front of children. But cursing Is hardly an
offense worthy of jail time and fines. Unless America
reclaims profaneless entertainment and a respect for
women, then she has no right to judge those who are
merely infants of perversion.
Boomer is just one of millions who fill conversations
with cuss words. Neither Michigan nor the rest of America
can hide the gaping wound of their impulsive, crude language. There are not enough prisons to house the product
of eras of decline. America must now face the consequences of her cursing fad.

Don't leave for break early

B Y J O S H COLLISON

Champion Editorialist
At Just about every grocery store in America today,one
could go in and practically fill a shopping cart with products
in packages that display In big, bold letters things such as
"Low Sodium," "No Salt Added," or "50 Percent Less Sodium
than the Leading Brand." Maybe that's why the leading
brand leads.
There are some exceptions out there, but most everyone
would agree that a box of Wheat Thins or an order of fries
with no salt would be bland. It may not be healthy and for
those with high blood pressure, It definitely pays to stay
away from these salty foods, but as far as taste goes, salt
has a high ranking.
B W M ^ m i M i i H ^ ^
Salt not only brings out
the
best flavors In food, but
"Perhaps your
doctors often recommend it
conversations have as a healing product. When
been 'Low Sodium' you have a sore throat, the
or 'No Salt Added." doctor might tell you to gargle
some salt water. Epson salt
mixed with water can be used for other medical reasons. It
may not always be painless, but sometimes in order to heal,
you have to experience a little bit of pain.
What do a box of Wheat Thins, an order of fries, a sore
throat and healing a wound have to do with anything worth
reading about? In Col. 4:6, the Bible tells us that our conversations should be "full of grace, seasoned with salt."
In the preceding paragraphs you read what salt does for
food and for medical reasons. If people seasoned their conversations with salt, that would mean that, like food, they
would be glowing with the best things there were to offer.
It could also result in healing and forgiveness. As previously mentioned, salt does not always taste good and it may
not always heal you painlessly, but sometimes that Is what
it takes.
Perhaps your conversations have been "Low Sodium" or
even "No Salt Added." That could mean gossiping, perverse
speech, complaining, lying or a whole realm of different
things. It may even mean that there Is a conversation you
need to have with someone to seek forgiveness or forgive
them and have healing. The truth might sting for a while,
but it will also set you free and the results will pay off.
Many people could use some salt In their conversations
and their lives. Maybe you too, could concentrate increasing
that "50 Percent Less Sodium than the Leading Brand" label
In your llle. It's time to set the brand example, by making
the leading product seasoned to perfection with salt.

B Y CHRISTINA L O H

Champion Editorialist
Even a s soon a s the first day of school,
many students begin counting the days
until the next break. The distinctly stale
quality of dorm life, the dreary prospect of
long nights of study, and fond memories
of home (especially of the food found
there) can make one intensely anxious for
the
next
holiday
to
arrive.
Understandably, such longings result in
empty classrooms (laughably so) days
before every break actually begins.
However, as a professed Christian in a
Christian instltuUon, and a glaring representative of Christ in a hostile world, perhaps the average Liberty student ought to
consider the implications and effects that
early mass migrations haveGranted, arriving home early from college probably won't raise many critical
eyebrows, but If there is the slightest
chance that it will raise heavenly ones, It
is worth considering.
Often, many ChrlsUans carefully and
sincerely seek the Lord's will in "important" matters, but forget to surrender
smaller matters to.Hlm also. However, the
Bible allows no exceptions when gently
commanding, "in all your ways acknowledge Him" (Proverbs 3:6). As Is often said,
"all means all, and that's all all means!"
Even the smallest cracks in a clay form
can lead to its uselessness later.
So, how does rushing home at the
expense of a few classes Illicit Divine disapproval? First, by wasting God's money.
Most Liberty students have heard that, on
average, each class session costs $15.
Most have also heard that God does not
appreciate Hie money being thrown away.
As tired and worn as this argument Is,
one shouldn't let that keep him from seeing the truth in It.

However, some
would consider the
PRoF, T NEED TbTAKgMVEXAM
loss of $15 well NE^TwEEK
beCfluSET'MLeAVMi
worth the reward EARLV FOR SPRINT S>R£AH.

of

going

heme

early. That's akin
to buying a car,
and then paying
for the privilege to
not
drive
it.
Attending the last
few classes before
a break isn't as
fun as driving a
car, but it is nevertheless valuable,
and It's good stewardship.
Although
the
loneliness and Isolation of attending
a college far from
home can seem
unbearable,
at
least breaks are
not routinely postponed
without
warning or reason.
Students
know
beforehand
how
long they will have
to attend classes between various breaks.
Staying for the whole nine yards may
draw curious and even scornful looks
from other students, but It draws high
praise from Scripture, "He who Is faithful
In a very little thing Is faithful also In
much" (Luke 16:10).
Some teachers promote these early
migrations by not having class, or only
taking attendance and not teaching a lesson. Although In many ways this Is kind
and practical, by doing so they cheat their
most diligent students of money and time,
and shirk their duties.

BUT SPRiMCiBRFAK
15WT FOR AK/oTHEfc
MOUTH!

The army punishes soldiers who leave
basic training early. Any congressman
who left before Congress* session ended
would have to answer for himself. But at
a Christian university, teachers and students would keel over in shock If students
didn't leave early, en masse.
In a few rare cases, leaving early Is
unavoidable. Aside from these exceptions, however, students who leave early
- even when they do so out of homesickness or weariness - display a lack of
appreciation for God's opportunities and
His standards.
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license plates
snow drivers'
originality

V

irginians are unique in
one way. Whether due
to a personality quirk,
or a generous DMV, this state
is the home for personalized
license tags.
When I first came to liberty
and noticed this abnormality I
thought it was rather tacky. I
didn't want everyone on the
road to know I was a LITLFLRT
or DADYSGRL. Especially if I
was passing them, i didn't
want motorists to know that I*
thought that GOD1SLVE or
riELTVES.
But with time and after a few
laughs, I began to appreciate
pthe: originality of these anonynious drivers and I started
looking for unusual plates and
plates that make me smile.
For instance, how can you get
triad at someone for cutting
you off when their license tag
says QUIKRNU or HAHAHA?
What is it that makes people
want personalized plates, 1
thought to myself one day as a
plate labeled IH82W8 passed
m e on the road. And what
makes them choose that particular combination of letters
ihat to them defines themselves?
: Because the personalized
plate gives more than a 10 letter description of the person
driving the car. It also shows
now the driver of the car
defines himself. What is it that
he considers the roost important aspect of his life?
Siome people define themselves by their kids, like the
owner of the plate SARASMOM, some by their spouse,
like FRED&SUE, some by their
profession or hobby like NANYDOT or ORGANST and some by
their religion, like LVEGOD or
PSALM70,
Many people define themselves by their driving habits.
These would be the drivers of
the cars labeled MENACE and
ROADHOG.
I Then there is the driver who
thinks himself the epitome of
wit* and creativity. His license
; plate is the one that looks like
a random collection of letters
and numbers, 7DKE6R. Either
his plate is a secret code
known only to himself, or he
h a s an overdeveloped sense of
humor.
But the question still remains,
why? What part of the human
psyche craves personalized
license plates? Is it a vitamin
deficiency?
1 do not have a personalized
tag. I am from Michigan, and
the DMV in my state is less
than generous.
So I asked one of my Virginian
friends why he chose to personalize his tags. He said he
just wanted a combination he
could remember.
"Mine is LETSGO," he said.
"I haven't forgotten it yet."
Another one of my Virginian
friends h a s a tag that says
GNGCRZY. She said she chose
it simply because she wanted
to be different. Her car is
white, like approximately 49.5
percent of cars on the road.
"1 don't want people to think
of me a s j u s t another face in
the crowd, just another car on
the road," she said. "Also," she
added, "I like to think of my
plate making someone smile.
It's kind of cute, don't you
think?"
Personalized plates will make
those who look for them laugh,
groan, wrinkle their foreheads
in puzzlement and add interest
to an otherwise boring car trip.
And then some license tags
catch you by surprise and you
feel like your heart is shot
through with wonder,
The other day I saw a plate
that said CURAGE- Yes. it was
personalized, but not terribly
unusual, 1 was about ready to
place it into temporary storage
until I noticed something else
on the plate--a handicapped
sticker.
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A visitor's guide to
Lynchburg's
restaurants and hotels

A

lthough graduation may seem
light-years away during the cold
and bitter January months, it's
time to start making plans for celebrating the big day. The problem of feeding
and housing out-of-town guests may
seem daunting, but rather than spend
your time worrying, check out this
guide to local restaurants and hotels to
help busy seniors plan a special graduation weekend.

Backyard Grill
By Corrie Duts
Dim lighting, picnic-style seating and
the sweet aroma of barbecue provide
Lynchburg's Backyard Grill with the
homey outdoor setting it is known for.
Backyard offers a variety of dishes
including generous main course salads,
several burgers and sandwiches, pastas
and beef and chicken entrees as well as
"cookout combos" for those who want a
little of everything.
With prices ranging from a $3.25 bowl
of Cajun Chicken Gumbo to $15.95
steak combos. Backyard is reasonably
priced for students and families. Top
sellers include steak and prime rib,
which are served with honey wheat
bread, house salad and a baked potato.
Manager J o h n Knauf claims that
Backyard's fresh, new design and excellent service ensure customer satisfaction and a returning clientele. For a fun
outdoor experience and an excellent
meal, visit Backyard Grill.

POLLY HL'NTOON

Charleys
By Scott
Romanoski
Charleys, one of Lynchburg's favorite
eating establishments, is part of a chain
of restaurants started in 1978 by former
Pittsburgh Pirates' catcher Charley
Sands.
Located on Graves Mill Road, Charleys
menu features a wide variety of dishes
ranging from Mexican to Italian cuisine.
Entrees include dishes such as sandwiches, salads, chicken and prime rib.
"We have a pretty broad based menu.
We're a lot like an Applebee's,"
said restaurant manager J a y
McKelvy.
McKelvy also said that the fajita ranks among the most popular
dishes at the restaurant. The fajita consists of tortilla shells
stuffed with beef or chicken,
onions, lettuce, cheese and
Spanish rice served with sour
cream and salsa.
Charleys' prices range from
$2.25 for a simple cup of soup to
$13.95 for a more elaborate steak
dinner.
The restaurant's interior is very
bright and decorated with greenery. Some have said the atmosphere is comparable to that of a
clubhouse on a golf course.
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Milano's
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POLLY HLNTOON

SOME GOOD FOOD — Backyard Grill offers
a homey outdoor setting indoors.

By Corrie Duis
Milano's Italian restaurant,
located on Boonesboro Road, goes
beyond the traditional spaghetti
and meatballs to expose customers to finer Italian dishes.
Milano's stands out as the first
restaurant of its kind to open in
Lynchburg
back
in
1995.
Although several others have
popped up, manager David

Abdshan holds, "Milano's
is still an original, there
are no other
Italian restaurants exactly like it in the area."
Not only does Milano's
offer authentic Italian
cuisine, it educates customers on Italian culture
as well. Reflecting true
Italian style, Milano's is
named after the Italian
city of Milan. Every detail
of each dish, down to the
sauce and garnish, is
homemade.
Dishes range from $712. Highly recommended
is the lunch
buffet.
Priced at $4.99 on weekdays and $5.99 on
Sundays,
the
buffet
offers everything from
angel hair pasta, to
lasagna, to chicken in
cream sauce.
The restaurant caters
to families; however, it is
a welcome environment
and entertaining time for
all diners.

Shakers

POLLY HUNTOON

EATING OUT — (top) The bright, open interior of
Charleys provides a cheery atmosphere in which to
dine. (Above) Customers enjoy Shakers fine cuisine.

By Scott
Romanoski
Shakers, another of
Lynchburg's fine restaurants, is located
within the parking lot of River Ridge
Mall, not far from Liberty.
With a similar cuisine to Charleys,
Shakers offers a variety of dishes ranging in prices from $5.50 to $13.95.
Shakers is under the same management
as the Backyard Grill restaurant, also in
Lynchburg.
According to Shakers black-and-white
clad waiters and waitresses, the most

popular dishes include the "Southern
Fried Salad" (a garden salad with ham
and fried chicken), prime rib and chicken with mushrooms.
Inside the restaurant, one will find the
establishment very dimly lit with soft
background music. According to some,
the interior appears reminiscent of
'Cheers" from the television program of
the same name, with dim lighting and
cozy tables. Shakers is located in the
parking lot of River Ridge Mall.

Local hotels provide convenient location, amenities and prices
B Y ERIC LOWE

Life! Reporter

M

any students and faculty have
friends and family visit throughout the semester from out of town.
When they don't fit into your dorm room or
apartment, choosing a hotel can sometimes be a difficult process. Hopefully this
review of some area hotels will make lodging decisions a little bit easier.
•The Ramada Inn and Conference Center,
located at Odd Fellows Road and Route 29,
is not quite a five minute drive from
Liberty. Hotel amenities include a restaurant and lounge, an outdoor pool, and a
free full hot breakfast for guests.
The Ramada Inn offers various discount
rates for family of area college students.
The "College Family Club" gives guests a
free night's stay after validating the card
for 11 nights. If an additional room is needed, the second room is priced at half-off.
For reservations, call (804) 847-4424.
•The Comfort Inn is located at Route 29
and Odd Fellows Rd. The hotel includes an
outdoor pool, an exercise room and a
restaurant. Amenities include a free full
continental breakfast, free copies of USA
Today (Mon.-Fri.), free local calls and inroom coffee makers.

The Comfort Inn provides discounts for
family members of area college students,
along with a frequent stays program, the
"Host Club." Guests receive a free nights
stay or a $50 savings bond after 10 stays.
For reservations, call (804) 847-9041.
•The Wingate Inn is the closest hotel to LU,
perched on Candler's Mountain, behind
the LU campus. The Inn is perfect for the
business-minded, with its 24-hour business center and in-room dataports.
Rooms also include a coffee maker, an
in-room safe and a full-size iron and ironing board. Some rooms
include
microwaves and refrigerators. The hotel
also includes an indoor pool and spa, fitness center, complimentary van transport
and a complimentary deluxe continental
breakfast. Guests staying in side rooms
can enjoy a 50-mile view of the Blue Ridge
Mountains.
The Wingate Inn's "Frequent Travelers
Club" offers a choice of either a tenth night
free or 2,500 free frequent ilyer miles.
Those visiting LU can also take advantage
of a 10 percent discount. For reservations,
call (804) 845-1700.
•The Days Inn is located near LU and
River Ridge Mall, on Candler's Mountain
Road. Many of their 131 guest rooms
include coffee makers, microfridges, sleep

sofas,
recliners,
alarm clocks, inroom safes and 25"
stereo TVs.
The Days Inn
also offers a family
style restaurant,
outdoor pool and
play area, shuttle
service to area
shopping centers
and
Lynchburg
Regional Airport,
and daily complimentary
breakANDY BARNES
fasts. For reservations, call (804) BRING YOUR SUITS — Most area hotels provide pools like
847-8655.
this one at the Wingate Inn.
•The Innkeeper is
located on Seminole Avenue, just off
Candler's Mountain Road. In-room amenities include dataports, remote cable TV
with free HBO, ESPN and CNN. Innkeeper
oilers an outdoor pool, free copies of USA
Today and complimentary continental
breakfasts. Also available are rooms with
relaxing whirlpool baths, as well as fax and
copy services.
Children under age 18 are free when
sharing rooms with parents, and AAA and
AARP rates are available. For reservations,
call (804) 237-7771.

•The Hampton Inn is located next to die
Innkeeper on Seminole Avenue. The Inn
offers a free breakfast bar, free local calls,
free in-room movie channel, complimentary copies of USA Today, and complimentary use of Gold's Gym. Rooms include a coffee maker, iron and ironing board and a
dataport.
Children ages 18 and under stay free
with parents, and the Hampton Inn offers
special benefits for guests ages 50 and
over.
For reservations, call (804) 237-2704.
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omething ©Id,
Something New
LU's mansion, Montview,
now listed on national and state
historic registers
Montview presently
houses the offices of
Dr. J e r r y
Falwell,
Jerry Falwell J r . and
Dr. Guillermin. It is
also the place where
Dr. Falwell's publications — the National
Liberty J o u r n a l and
the
Falwell
Confidential -- are
written.
The
U.S.
Department of Interior
placed Montview on
the National Registry
of Historic Places. The
mansion is also listed
MATTHJEMBO
on
the
Virginia
Landmarks Registry.
;—The
Mansion,
as
students
refer
to
it,
was
built
in
1923,
48
years
before
the
University
started.
The
LIBERTY LANDMARK
Built in 1923. Mansion now holds the offices of Dr. Falwell, Jerry Falwell Jr, Dr.Guillermin and is the headquarters for the National Liberty
it was the sec- Journal and the Falwell Confidential.
ond Lynchburg
The front hall was dominated by a large Mark Smith.
home of one of its most famous public
staircase, set off by 16-foot ceilings and pol"It's neat," Smith said of his Montview office.
servants: Carter Glass.
"I sit in my office sometimes and think, 'Wow,
Glass was the editor and publisher of ished oak floors.
To the right of the hall was the living room, this w a s once t h e bedroom of a great
the Lynchburg News for 20 years a n d
served a s a senator from
the a long room that extended from the front American.'"
"Another thing I like about my office is my
Commonwealth of Virginia for four (west) side of the house to the back. Beyond,
terms. He took his oath of office for his along the south side of the house, was Glass' window looks out over the base hall field so I
fourth term at Montview because he favorite room: a glass-enclosed s u n porch can keep track of the score," Smith added.
was unable to travel to Washington at where he could sit in front of a roaring fire and
Liberty modified the house for office u s e , b u t
read or turn to the windows and watch his the original b r a s s chandelier a n d b r a s s
the time for health reasons.
sconces still light the former dining room and
"I don't much mind being a U.S. sen- Jersey cows graze on the hillside.
much of the simple elegance h a s been retained
A connecting porch; where Mrs. Glass disator," he had said on his last visit to the
Virginia Senate. "But I am infinitely played her houseplants, led to the senator's in spite of the addition of modern office needs.'
prouder of being a Virginian t h a n being library at the back of the house.
The mansion Montview now s t a n d s on
a U.S. senator."
On the opposite side of the hallway was the Liberty mountain a s a tribute to a m a n who
Montview w a s originally a farm house, dining room with its Italian marble mantle. symbolizes the integrity of the state of Virginia
so also built on the grounds were a ser- Both the dining room mantle and the one in and the university where his mansion now
vants house, an eight-room manager's the library had been salvaged from a building stands.
h o u s e , three four-room cottages, a in Washington D.C. that had been used to
Now Liberty students enjoy various forms of
large dairy barn, a smaller horse barn, house Congress while the Capitol was being entertainment on the mansion lawn where the
machinery sheds and poultry buildings. rebuilt. This room also had a mirrored swing- Jersey cows of Carter Glass formerly grazed.
One surprising addition to the house ing door that led to a service pantry.
From Carter Glass to J e r r y Falwell,
that Glass wanted was a swimming
The north end of the house, balancing the Montview is characteristic of the rich heritage
pool. He h a d it built in the place where sun room on the south end, held the senator's of Liberty University.
his wife wanted her rose garden.
bedroom, dressing room and bathroom. Five
However, Mrs. Glass did not lose her bedrooms and four bathrooms fill the upper The article by Molly Roper Jenkins
was
rose garden. One of her hybrids was floor.
by permission
from
the
The elegance was in the home's simplicity, reprinted
even named "Mrs. Carter Glass," and
COURTESY OF STROHMEYER AND CARPENTER
designed without excessive ornamentation, L.D.A. Life! editor Hannah Ladwig and
was a peachy-pink in color.
SAY "MOOOO" — As the second home of Virginia
staff writer Stephanie
James
conThe environment may have been inside or out.
Senator Carter Glass, Montview was a farmhouse com- rural, b u t Montview was anything b u t a
The former bedroom of Carter Glass is now tributed additional information to the
plete with Jersey cows grazing on the front lawn.
the office of National Liberty Journal Editor story.
"typical farmhouse."

W

hen Liberty University was still a
twinkle in Dr. Falwell's eye, the first
building built on the campus was
coming u p to its 50th anniversary. This building was named Montview by its first owner,
but most students know it a s the Mansion.
It is nestled in a grove of trees on the Liberty
University campus, virtually hidden from the
landmarks that characterize the University,
Montview is a historical treasure whose history is not only closely entwined with that of
Central Virginia but also extends into the present time a s well.
The modified Georgian Revival slate-roofed
mansion is located back behind Williams
Stadium and h a s a front porch that offers a
breath-taking view of Lynchburg.
"It's one of Lynchburg's Older homes; it's
history," said Sandra Caselli, a secretary at
the St. Paul Episcopal Church.
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Lately, the weather h a s been anything but seasonal. Nonetheless,
we here at The Champion believe in
wishful thinking, so we've given
you a list of winter inspired items
to find.
In addition, the word
ANTARCTICA h a s been included 16
times.
Can you find them all?
Be the first to bring your completed
puzzle to the Life! editors in the
Champion office and receive
a prize.
blizzard
ear muffs
fireplace
frozen
gloves
h o t cocoa
icicle

n o r t h pole
parka
winter
scarf
snowboard
skiing
wool socks
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Women all alone at top of BSC
hairs and la hard on my
heart."
Wilkerson. The turnover and
LU used a 24-10 run In a
conversion heljxtl give IX) an nine minute span to distance
emotional advantage as the themselves from their comLiberty bench and crowd got petitors and involve the
very involved in the game. crowd in the game.
Reeves was on the sidelines
The only game I've seen
waving his hands tn ihe air, Coach like this was the
signaling for the crowd to get championship game my
up.
freshman year,* Sharon
"My Wife tells me all the Wilkerson said. "And that's
time that. I should have been when he was realty, really out
Italian." Reeves said. "I'm an ofcontroL It was juat so aweemotional person, but then some to hear the fans. That's
again, I think I have to be just basketball at its best*
more so this year than last
Radford was only able to
because our leaders are kind pull within 12 at the closest
of laid back. Sometimes It's over the last five minutes of
j u s t got to come from the the game. LU reached Its seccoach, but 3 dont mind that. ond biggest lead of the game
I j u s t gives me more gray with :34 remaining at 16
— contlftcd from |>age 14

Men's team still winless in BSC

points and held on for the
85*71 win,
RU's tori Mitchell tied
Wilkerson with a game high
25 points and led Radford
with six rebounds. Senior
KelUTull also contributed9 14
points while dishing out six
assists for . the Lady
Highlanders.

— continued from page 14

Sharon Wllkerson's 2 5
points paced the "Big 3" for
LU. Klsseleva tallied 2 0
points and Sarah Wilkerson
netted 19 points, six assists
arid six steals, liberty traveled to Winthrop on Monday
before returning home to face
the only Big South foe to beat
them in two years, the
Charleston Southern Lady
Bucs, Tipoff is set for 7 p.m.

Baseball schedule highlights top teams
B Y BROOKE HKRRMANJN

Champion Reporter
The Liberty Flames will have
quite a season ahead of them this
year with 56 games on the slate,
22 ofwhich come against Top 50
teams. Some of LU's opponents
this year include No. 3 Miami, No.
. 14 Clemson, No. 15
North
Carolina, and No. 17 Wake
Forest, all of which are in
"Baseball America's" Top 25.

Robertson
and Howell
excel at
^tkon Classic

Liberty has been ranked No. 3
in the Big South Pre-Season poll.
"Three of our guys have been
ranked to the pre-season team,
Brian Harrell, Ryan McClellan,
and Anthony Pennlx," LU Head
Coach Dave Pastors said. "In
"Collegiate Baseball" those three
guys as well as Scotty Scott and
barren Adams were ranked."
Pastors went on to talk about
his prospective team, "This is
by far the youngest team IVe

ever had in my time. Those
guys who are on the field significantly contributing are all
the youngest. We've only had
22 of 32 roster players wear a
Liberty uniform. We've got a lot
of individual talent like last
year," Pastors said.
Winning games at Reglonals
this year is the mam goal and
focus of this young team. The
season gets underway on Feb.
20 at Norfolk SL

Thankfully you don't have
to read every paper to get
the information you need.

— continued from page 14
Decker who Is considered to be
a promising sprinter for the
. Flames' squad finished in second place In his preliminary
heat. Decker scorched the 400meter race with a time of 49.63.
"I'm looking pretty good this
season heading into Big South,"
Decker said. "I should have a
good chance of placing very high
j this year."
Pole
vaulters
Elizabeth
-;iRobertson and Ken Powell took
§Renter stage at the meet. New
York native Robertson notched a
second place finish in the
P . women's division while transfer
\Ken Howell registered a second
place finish of his own. Howell
vaulted 4.87m(l 5-11.75).
Howell, a transfer
from
Polntloma Nazerene College, has
made an enormous leap to Div.
t§f I athletics. Competeing at
£v Polntloma a small NAIA school
r
in San Diego is vastly different
Jj*rfrom competition at Liberty
^University.
"This was a crazy meet,"
Howell said. "This was the
largest competition that I have
ever seen in my life."
ffci The track team will travel to
Lexington, Va to compete in the
Virginia Military Institute's
££ Indoor track meet this weekend.

\t< c*m
m. Can ladies
i.

wear pants
today?
For class
closings and
weather-related
information,
tune into these
TV and radio
stations:
WRVL FM 88
WWMC FM 91
WVTF FM 89
Spirit FM 103.7
WSLSTV 10
WSETTV13
WDBJ TV 7

M A T T H i FM BO

ANOTHER ONE GETS AWAY - Freshman Jamal
Bennett and the Liberty Flames were unable to earn
their first Big South win and lost 86-60 to RU.

second half. The Highlanders were able to dominate both on the post and on the perimeter offensively. Radford also took advantage of 19 Liberty
turnovers that resulted in 28 of there point total.
After RU took a 17 point lead with 17 minutes
remaining In the game, the Flames could never
counter the brutal offensive assault that the
Highlanders exhibited.
With nine minutes left on the clock, the
Highlanders had Jacked their lead to a resounding
33 points. Although the Flames hustled until the
game's conclusion, Radford was able to score at
will against a seemingly tired and lethargic Liberty
defense. Coach Hankinson explained the problems that his team faced throughout the game,
"We fell behind and then we started pressing and
then we became more exposed and it really shows
how frail you really are."
C.J. Cowglll and Chris Caldwell led the Flames
with 19 and 16 points respectively.
Cowglll
unsuccessfully tried to spark the LU attack with
four three point shots. Radford forward Jason
Williams tallied a career high 15 points and Mike
Hornbuckle also achieved his career high with 8
assists. When asked about the future of his currently troubled team, Liberty head coach
Hankinson responded by saying, "We need more
players next year. I have a feeling that it will be a
different ball game next season. Our kids play
very hard night in and night out, but there is no
margin for error with our team and that makes
everything very difficult We have a personnel
problem, and there is nothing else that 1 can do
about it."
The Flames will try to end there winless BSC
streak at 5 games this week as they visit conference leader Winthrop. Liberty's next home game is
not until Feb. 11 when they take on Elon College.

Expect Our Personal Best At
Lynchburg's Gold Key
Award Winning
RAMADA INN
& Conference Center

a new look

We Mean Business!
There is a long list of reasons that I stay at this Ramada. It's
clean...convenient...most of all, it is a wonderful home away from
home for those of us that stay there. I recommend it to my friends
as a home while visiting in Lynchburg.
Dr. John W. Rowlings
The Rawlings Trust

200 new rooms

Professionalism and cleanliness are two major things that I look
for when staying at a hotel. Ramada Inn 6k Conference Center
provide friendly, Southern hospitality too.
Alien R. McFarland, Pastor
Calvary Evangelical Baptist Church
a new experience

CHAMPION
T H E

M a k e

L I B E R T Y

An

I m p a c t

I appreciate the staff at Ramada Inn & Conference Center. They
always go the extra mile with their hospitality
Rick Gage, President
Rick Gage Ministries

COLD W RAMADA

www.lynchburg-ramada.com

Call-. 804-847-4424 or 1-800-721-1160

Odd Fellows Rd.ck Route 29 (Exit 7) • Lynchburg, Virginia
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RAMIES SPORTS CALENDAR
Sun.

Pont Forget
to Get Your
Coupon

Mon.

Men's
B-ball

Tues.

at
Winthrop
7 p.m.

1

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

1

2

m

at
Cha. Sou.
7:30 p.m.

HawteTfeeter

£sL

,A£TER DA
sjy re A w / r t ,

Your N e i g h b o r h o o d F o o d M a r k e t

VISA

www.harristeeter.com
The Best Is What Were All About!

Women's
at
B-ball Winthrop
5:15 p.m.
Hockey
?M

TJ

in

Indoor
Track

:*:
&$?^£$:i
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a

Misc.

Til

m

a

at
VMI
TBA

a

B u y A n y Three (3)

With this coupon
3 2 Oft

General Mills
Cereals & Save

Hermann's
Mayonnaise

With this coupon

vs.
Maryland
10:45 p.m.
at
VMI
TBA

NBA
season
starts

0

•

H

•

v ma

Unit ona
o n coupon
coupon / • • K
per visit and an
aAMonal$10
edrjttonal$10
W
purchase
COUPON
Offer flood
VALUE
r-eb. 3 through
1.00
Fro. 9. iB9B.

•"

Urnlt one coupon
per visit and a n
additional $10
purchase.

— • ?

I
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Video Arcades

hot debates/

«1 *

1 / 2 gallon

II

B B S S
^ ° 5 "

Feb. Sfrough

====

($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)

^.^liaryigfJIete^j

Exp. 2-28-99

a hot
idea'
»
I
«
i

3.89

« | *«*tes

CC'JPON
VAI UE

DUO COMBO MEAL $ 3.89
Meal includes 111 portions of
Lasagna & Spaghetti (Tomato or Meat Sauce),
Garden Salad &a Soft Drink.

With this coupon

8 oz. Harris

Teeter

Sour Cream

50OFF
COUPON
VALUE

H^msjfeefcrar_ j

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

Spring/
Summer
InternshipsCollege Directory Publishing - Gain
valuable business experience while
earning up to $8000 this summer selling yellow page advertising for your
campus telephone directory. Great
Resume Booster for mkt/sales/public
relations. No experience needed. Call
1-800-466-2221 ext. 227 or visit our
website @ campusdirectory.com
FREE RADIO + $1250! Fundraiser
open to student groups & organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no cost. Call
for info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby Boom
Box. 1-800-932-0528 X65 www.ocmconcepts.com

Sett ft ^

*.

oo,oodi

H^rr^JQegtorj

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

n/c
$1.00
$1.50
..500
.$1.00
.$1.50

Symbols to choose

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.

nt vt

SOT?*?

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

Student Croups: Earn $1,000-$2,000
with easy 3 hour CIS Fund Raiser event.
No sales required. Fund Raiser days are
filling up, so call today. Contact Chris
800-829-4777

^U

PLUS012
DAIRY

Limit one coupon
per visit and an
additional 510
purchase.
Offer good
Feb. 3 through
Feb. 9 , 1 9 9 9

Services - Wedding Veils $25, Piano
Chording $100, Cheerleader Dolls $75,
Hatmaking Booklet $5. Call Frances
804-525-3178

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

2629 Wards Rd./Phone: 832-1200

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENTWorkers earn up to $2,000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Land-Tour jobs up to $5,0O0-$7,0O0/
summer. Ask us how! 517-336-4235
Ext. C53441

HajrrteJ'eeter _,

Harris Teeter

ti

One coupon per person, per visit at participating Fazoli's only.
Not valid with any other otter Expires 4/3/99

ASSII ill) A D M . K I I S I M ;

6 4 o z Harris Teeter

® i MlZOll i m

Limit one coupon
per visit and an
additional S10
purchase.
Otter p c o i
Feb. 3thro

Feb. 9,1

2629 Wards Rd./Phone: 832-1200

**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

With this coupon

I

i»Vk \ i < l

PUrSult)
"QRO. ' '

P

One coupon per person, per visit at participating Fanli's only.
Not valid with any other oiler Expires 4/3/99

Champion Special:**

I

*^»w^*»>*^ •

2629 Wants RA/Fbone 832-1200

(804) 582-2128

2JK \ '
[ .="»*

Premier Selection
Orange Juice

MassolaOil

One coupon per person, per visit at participating Fazc-li's only.
Not valid with any other otter Expires 4/3/99

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

I

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

48cm.

Spaghetti smothered with a
zesty blend of pizza sauce,
tomato sauce and sausage,
topped with mozzarella,
provolone and pepperoni.

HCAI FICM $/l /ID
IflEHL UEHL HM9
Includes regular Pirn Baked Spaghetti & a Soft Drink.

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

COUPON
VALUE

——=J HirWlisJfeig^J

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With this coupon

Rates:
Open/Commercial

Feb. 9,1998.
9,1998.

/4*H
Ij/Ji

Sunday through Thursday Only

K^kifcv'S'

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Urrttcn»oo*on
pervWtenden
per vrsn artci an
addWonalSlO
purchase
Oder good

4$>

PIZZA MEAL DEAL $ 2.99 ' PIZZA BAKED SPAGHETTI

Business Hours:

Harris Teeter
Ice Cream

Hersheys
Hugs St Kisses

River Ridge Mall

s§§&
#

MAYONNAISE

OFF

m

*

With thia coupon

13 oa.

Mindboggle Video Arcade

i >

lncludesDoubleSlicePiaa(Ckeese
orPeppenmU&aSoflDrink.

With this coupon

coupon.

ffl ^
MINDBOGGLE

for all of the

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

PLAY a n y g a m e of your
choice FREE with this

4/

1/

opinion section

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

MINDBOGGLE

HELLMANNS

Mawtejteetgr^j

__—2J_ . J*tr**f!P&?**E. J

Read fhe

;H£ILMANNB

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: •>•#•*
Arrows: » >

If the HT cash
crew comes to
your house.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR
JOBS: Looking for a challenge,
fun, and the best summer of your
life? Camp Easter Seals in
Virginia has job openings for camp
counselors and program directors.
Work with children and adults with
disabilities in a beautiful outdoor
setting.
All majors welcome.
Great experience for everyone especially O.T., P.T., special education,
nursing,speech or recreation.
Interships
available.
Room, board, salary provided.
800-365-1656.
Camp Easter Seal; 20500 Easter
Seal Drive, Milford, VA 22514.
http://www.campeasterseal-va.org.

YOU
COULD
WIN
'500

2 4 Pack Cube -12 oss. c a n s

Mt Dew, Diet

just by HAVING
a VIC Card"
Plus you'll get an additional
$100 for every Harris Teeter
Brand product purchase

UP TO'10,000.00
* Enlei by usinu your VIC Card eacl
week Iniouyn Moicli 16lh. No
purchase necessary. See Customer
Sei vice for full details.

Prices Effective Through February 9,1999
Pi-icas In This Ad Effective Wednesday, Bsbruary 3
V\feK6^v*TiieRightTbliiAQ<mi*rtie*Nr^

Tbxo^ffk**i^9,lG&9b\OurljyT*A&^Sic&otibf.
:
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ORTS
"Complex" problems delay construction
University not at fault for delay of new fieldhouse; season will start without facility
B Y BROOKE HF.RRMANN

Champion Reporter
Builders broke ground in late
April 1998 to start the Liberty
Baseball Field House. However,
construction didn't last long.
"We hired RBJ Enterprises as
the general contractor," LU Head
baseball coach Dave Pastors said.
Then
they
hired
Alwood
Construction as a sub out of
Ohio. Alwood hired A&T builders
as their sub, out of Lynchburg.
But the contract Is between
Liberty and RBJ," Pastors said.
So we have the builders, where
is the building, you ask? Pastors
went on to say, "All the funding
ELAINE PECORE
for this building is coming from
WORK IN PROGRESS— The Liberty Baseball Fieldhouse awaits for con- private citizens from around the.
flicting contractors to cease so work can continue. The season will proceed. nation. As far as turning the key

it's a finished project. We have
raised $205,000 to be able to
contract RBJ, which called for
the completion of the exterior."
Funding for the inside to be
completed Is currently being
raised. The total cost of the
interior is $300,000. As of now
Pastors
says
Liberty
is
$200,000 short.
The general contractor and the
subcontractors are working out
differences on the completion of
the exterior.
As soon as possible, the exterior will be finished and interior
work will begin. When the Interior work is completed, the
American Legion has verbally
agreed to add stadium lights to
the field, which will enable LU to
host night games.

"The interior is 13,000 square
feet and in that are batting tunnels, home, guest and umpire
dressing rooms, training rooms,
public rest rooms, uniform storage, laundry, equipment storage, team rooms, study halls,
sky box seating for club members, as well as a private
kitchen," Pastors commented.
The baseball offices will also
be relocated from the Hancock
Athletic Center to the new
complex.
The Field House has already
drawn In more recruits and
Liberty h a s Clemson, North
Carolina, N.C. State and Wake
Forest coming to play here next
year because of the new facility.
But don't look for completion
this season.

LU grabs sole
possession of first
place in Big South
Women handle Radford 85-71
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor
The Liberty University Lady
Flames basketball team now
stands all alone at the top of the
Big South standings after dismantling Radford 85-71 In the Vines
Center on Saturday night. Junior
Sharon Wllkerson paced the way
for the Lady Flames with a doubledouble, scoring 25 points, while
pulling down a career high 11
rebounds.
Liberty (12-7. 4-1 Big South
Conference) Jumped out to an
early 17 point lead when Irene
Sloof nailed a three-pointer with
13:31 left to play, giving LU a
comfortable 23-6 lead. The early
lead may have been too comfortable for the Lady Flames as they
allowed Radford (7-12, 3-2) to
chip away at the lead.
"I told the kids that Radford is a
great team and that they were going
to come back," LU Head Coach Rick
Reeves said. They've pretty much
dominated this conference for all but
three years now."
The Lady Highlanders got themselves back into the ballgame with
a 21-8 run to end the half. Lori
Mitchell and Kelli Tull led the
comeback.
Radford
actually
grabbed their first lead of the
game at 41-40 with :47 remaining.
However, Liberty regained a little
momentum going into the half
when senior Jennifer Spurlock

Indoor track
off the starting
blocks at ETSU
Invitational
B Y BRIAN W Q O L F O R D

Asst. Sports Editor
Over 50 schools competed in
the
Ikon
Office
Solution
Invitational Indoor track meet this
past weekend on the campus of
East Tennessee State University.
The distinguished event featured
many world class athletes.
Olympians John Drummond and
Lawrence Johnson both participated in the evenL
LU's track and field team,
which has dominated the Big
South
conference
outdoor
championship for six years,
produced solid performances at
the large event. Distance runners Bruce Kite and Amy Teer
recorded sound races In the
Ikon Classic. Sophomore Kite
finished in 13 place in the men's
3,000-meter run. Teer recorded
an impressive sixth place finish
In the 800-meter race.
Sprinter Michael Decker pre-,
formed very well in prelimary
heats and is expected to
improve throughout the year.
Please see TRACK on pg. 12

took a pass from Elena Kisseleva
and converted u n d e r n e a t h the
basket for a 42-41 Liberty advantage.
"I think we got a little bit complacent and then they burnt us,"
Reeves said. "I think we looked
over our shoulder a little bit and
the next thing we knew, Radford
was ahead of us. That was a big
bucket though by J . J . to put us
back up before the half."
Both teams came out of the
locker-room pumped up and
ready to go at it. Over the course
of the first seven minutes of the
second half, both squads traded
baskets accounting for three ties
and four lead changes.
Liberty's defense would eventually spell out the difference in this
game. The Lady Flames forced 19
Radford turnovers for the game,
while only giving up the rock 10
times. Those turnovers turned
into points for Liberty, who
outscored RU 29-9 in points off of
turnovers.
T h i s win was huge, but not
because it was for first place, but
Just the fact that it was against
Radford," LU's Sharon Wllkerson
said. "I think we did a pretty good
Job of keeping our heads in the
game during the second half."
The Lady Flames took the lead
for good at the 13:12 mark on a
steal and layup by Sharon
Please see WOMEN on pg. 12

M A I T HJLMBO

"HEY! WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU'RE GOING?" — Liberty sophomore Irene Sloof applies heavy
pressure to sbw down Radford's Lori Mitchell. Sloof and the Lady Flames slowed down Radford 85-71.
Sloof contributed seven points and pulled down four rebounds in the win. LU is now No. 1 in the Big South.

Highlanders add to Liberty's woes
Radford punishes Flames 86-60; LU losing streak reaches seven straight games
B Y D O U G STEWART

Champion Reporter
The Liberty men's basketball team continued to
struggle Saturday as the
Flames fell to the Radford
Highlanders 86-60 on
Saturday night at the
Vines Center.
The Flames (2-17, 0 5
Big South Conference)
were unsuccessful as they
continued their search for
their first win against a Big
South or even a Division 1
opponent this season. The
loss assures LU of remaining in the cellar of trie Big
South Conference standings all by themselves.
Although the Flahies
have been down and out as
of late, a win over a conference foe or an Interstate
rival would have helped to
possibly turn their dismal
season around.
"We came into this game
HI
i) I..I.M..I.. i
with the Idea that we
II.i
Minim
would win the game. But
PRETTY FLY — LU's Chris Caldwell tried to
we do not have the depth
rise above RU with 16 points and three assists. and we do not have the

kind of athletes to keep up
and even If we did It would
take eight players rather
then five to be successful,"
LU Head Coach Mel
Hankinson said.
Going .into Saturday's
game,Radford( 12-7,3-2
BSC) had several questions
to answer: With two of
their top players, guard
Rlan Everett and center
Ryan Charles, out due to
injuries, how would the
Highlanders step up to the
challenge of defeating the
lowly b u t
competetive
Flames? The other question ts whether or not RU
can repeat as BSC champions and return to the
NCAA tournament.
The first question was
answered with a resound'
ing yes as Radford stepped
u p and controlled the
majority of the game both
offensively a s well as
defensively.
The second question was
not answered, but it is
apparent that RU is Slowly
moving into the top of the

conference standings, as
they are now In a three way
tie for second place in conference standings.
Radford's senior guard
Leslie Ballard led all scorers
with 26 points, Including six
three-pointers. The aggressive Highlanders were anything but shy from behind
the arch in attempting 20
three's in the first half, while
netting eight of them.
Although the score stayed
close throughout the first
several minutes of the game,
RU found their touch and
never looked back. RU's
potent first half perimeter
shooting allowed them to
slowly pull away from the
flesty LU squad and led the
Flames by double digits late
in the first half.
However, Liberty stopped
the bleeding and kept the
game within 10 points at
the break, down 36-26.
The Flames were unable
to keep the game even
remotely close in the
Please see MEN'S on pg.12

t h e editor formeriy known ** Matt

"Hoosiers" is
all we need
With the 1999 Big South
conference schedule halfway
completed, Liberty's basketball teams find themseves on
two different sides of the spectrum. The women's team has
grabbed sole possession of
first place, while the men
bring up the rear.
There have been a lot of people who have been down on the
men's basketball team of late,
including me. Team morale
seems to be at an all-time low
and the frustration of losing has
spanned campus wide.
Most recently, over this past
week, there was a message on
"the rock" saying: "SOBB, Save
our boy's basketball team,
#315." And though the fact
can't be disputed that we currently have the lowest ranked
team in the nation, I think we
must keep a positive light on
the whole situation. Miracles
can happen, and the Flames
can still feasibly go to the NCAA
Tournament, if they could pull
out three wins in a row at the
Big South Tournament
I can see it now. It's not
"Miracle on 34th Street" anymore. It'll be; "Miracle on
1971 University Blvd." I know*
I know. It's kind of long, but it
does have a little Jingle to i t
If the Flames were to make
it to the "Big Dance" you can
be assured that every major
sports media outlet would be
on this campus. Can't you see
Dick Vitale outside of the
Vines
Center
saying,
"Unbelievable baby! Liberty's
going to the Big Dance!"
It would be a "Hoosiers" movie
all over again. Hey, maybe that's
the remedy the team's looking
for, a little inspiration.
Anyways, the trouble about
this whole situation is all of
the talk about next year.
Anytime you start looking
ahead and counting your eggs
before they hatch, something
always goes wrong.
You should really see what I
have to say about this situation, but I think I'll ramble
about non-relating happy
thoughts. These thoughts are
sure to make you think about
those "Happy Days."
The sky ts blue and the grass
Is green. That should make you
happy. Just think if It were the
other way around. That realty
wouldn't make you happy tf the
sky were green and the grass
was blue, now would it?
Another thing that Just elates
me is mom's home cooking.
There's Just nothing better In
the world than your mom's
cooking. 1 know that my mom
makes the best mashed potatoes in the world.
And what about those gumball machines. I mean the really
big gumballs. 1 can't ever get the
color I want to though because
it's always at the top. I can't ever
get to the bottom of things.
Chocolate glazed donuts on
Monday mornings. That really
makes me happy.
So let's get happy and support the men's team because
they are the ultimate underdogs. They're even underdogs
to their own coaching staff. It
kind of reminds me of that
baseball movie when management wanted nothing to do
with the team. The story line is
a little bit different, but the
theme seems to be common.
We'll have to see how it all
shakes o u t In the meantime,
keep winning with the Flames
on NCAA Final Four '99.

